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CHAPTER I 
TI'J'I'RODUCTION 
Social action was reco~nized as early as 1922 by Ilary Richmond 2.s one 
of the four major methods of social >Wrk, .:Duni£ with C<::.se':rork, group\wrl-c, and 
coliilllmu.ty or·~anization. ~owever, there hc.s been a wiU.e divergence of opinion 
in social work as to vhat is social action. One of the basic controversies 
reii:ard.s the scope of social action--the breadth of its aims, methods, and is-
sues which shoult be its concern. 
At one hypothetical extreme is the limited view of social action as con-
cerned prilltarily with issues of health ant welfare, employing as its basic 
method the support of a})propriate legislation on these issues, and ultimately 
devoted to promoting gradue~ social change within the existing order. In this 
view, the main work of social action must be tone by organizet social work 
boaies or tl1eir representatives, with the individual worker having no special 
''l..'l'ty 1 respons~w~ ~ • 
At the other extreme is the broad view of social action, posei by Porter 
2 Lee as ••participation in any cause advancin~ any aspect of human betterment." 
At this hypothetical extreme, the emphasis is on achieving fundamental changes 
in the social order, employin~ a great variety of methods--includi~ direct 
1
see Eveline Burns, "Social Action ant the Professional Social Wor-
ker,11 The Compass, vol. 28, no. 4 (VJ.a.Y, 1947), pp. 37-40. 
2Porter Lee, 11The Social Worker ana Social Action," in Social vlork as 
Cause ant FUnction and Other Papers, p. 259. 
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action--ant involvi~ many segments of the social work profession. The phil-
osophy aehint this view of social action is that social work has a special 
commitment to preserve ant foster temocratic ant humanitarian values ant to 
ch~e social contitions which imp~e on these values. As Youn~tahl put it 
in writ~ of this special commitment, "Our business is huJ'n&n relations ant 
well-aein:;, which inteei is also the tusiness of ~overnment. 113 He cautionet 
~ains~ "withtrawinc into professional ehells, forgettin:; the important things 
. 4 
at stake--to our own caaeloats, "but also to people, everywhere." He there-
fore especially emphasizet the responsiDility of the intivitual worker as a 
citizen as well as in his professional capacity to take social action: "Be-
cause of their functions, their traininc, ant the nature of their major proD-
lems, social workers as citizens have a unique responsiBility in this worlt 
in which we now live. 115 
One issue totay that can certainly De tescriDet as "important to people, 
everywhere" is that of worlt peace. In an era of ratiolocical, lacterial, 
ant chemical weapons, temocratic ant humanitarian values tecline more ant more 
as covernments prepare for mass testruction of human Deines, molilize popula-
tions for total war, ant thus implement policies which increase fear ant anx-
iety auenc men. A statement on tisarmament atoptet ay the 1960 Dele~ate As-
3Benjamin Yo~ahl, "Social Workers: Stant Up ant Be Countet," ~ 
Compass, vol. 28, no. 3 (March, 1947), P• 21. 
4nit. 
5rllili. 
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semDly of the National Association of Social Workers reco~izea three major 
effects of preparation for nuclear warfare which shoula be of concern to so~ 
cial workers. First, there is the threat of the aestruction of civilization 
ant. perhaps of human life. Secona, there is the "psychological iamage" in-
flictea •Y "an environment of fear, tension, ana insecurity."6 Thirli is the 
liiversion of public funis from constructive health ana welfare purposes to 
armaments. 
Worlli peace has been of concern to social workers at various times in 
the past~ Jane Aaliams, Lillian Wala, Grace AlDiott, ana other social workers 
aevotea much attention to this pro-.lem aur~ Worlli War I; the social work 
unions were concernea with it iurinc the late 1930's; social workers after 
the secona worla war saw a neeli to participate in constructive international 
or~anization for the maintenance of peace. Since 1958, some professional so-
cial work -.oaies have given increasea attention to issues of nuclear armament 
--notaily nuclear testin~, civil liefense, ana the search for peaceful alter-
natives--ani social workers have taken stanas on these issues ooth officially 
ana unofficially. 
Thus there is •oth justification ana a preceient for social work concern 
with issues of worlli peace, ani this su~~ests much room for action iy social 
workers on these issues. However, iurinc the past fifteen years social action 
has receive& less attention than previously in social work practice, ant the 
social action that has flourishea seems to be of the more limited variety, 
~ational Association of Social Workers, "Statement on Disarmament 
for Goals of Public Social Policy," p. 2. See Appendix B. 
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concerne~ with advanci~ legislation on health and welfare issues. Occasional 
observers have deplored the decline of the more vigorous, far-sighted action 
of the earlier years of American social work. Some have called for a revival 
of the style of social action IJracticed by Jane Addams. 7 Others have called 
for a return of sccial vrork to "social statosLi.WJ.ship,"0 i.e., imaginative and 
fortiJ.rJ..#.·ht leadership on issues relevant to social pro&,-ress. 
Such reconsiderations of the scope and J:!UTIJOse of social action in social 
work su~"est the usefulness of investigating the views and practices of social 
workers in relation to social action. The issue of world peace in particular 
may be a useful focus for such an investigation for the following reasons. 
The issue is important to human welfare today. Its relevance to social work 
concerns has been officially reco~izei by professional social work bodies in 
recent years, and has been accepted. in the field in the past. However, the 
very breadth of the issue places it far afield from 11hat today are considered 
by many the :nore proper, limited concerns of social action, i.e., healt:!l and 
vTelfare issues. Hence, while the issue of 1vorla peace is one of the ~;;ost po-
tentially siG1lific .. nt areas for social actLm by social >vorkers today, it is 
~lso ~r~rably one of those least attende~ to in the profession. 
This has been confirmed to some extent by the investigator's ovm exper-
ience. 111e investigator has rarely encountered social workers in either of 
?Youngdahl, op. cit., p. 22. See also Florence Sytz, 11Jane Addams and 
Social Action," Social Work, vol. 5, no. 4 (October, 1960), pp. 62-67. 
8For example, see Louis Lowy, "Social '1/ork and. Social Statesmanship," 
Social Work, vol. 5, no. 2 (April, 1960), pp. 97-104. 
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the two movements which have initiated the revival of political and social 
activism in the past two or three years--the movement for racial integration 
as well as the protest against nuclear vreapons. In contrast, the clergy- is 
rather well re:c.:resentei. It may be assumed that social vrork has as great an 
interest in preservin' huma.YJ. life and d.igni ty a.s does the church, and soCial 
\vork readily acknovrledges the Judea-Christian moral tradition tlhich it shares 
1vi th the church. For some reason, however, it appears that social workers 
have not kept pace with clergyn1en in actively joining these movements of cur-
rent social importance. 
On a broader level, there is evidence of a more serious deficiency. The 
researcher feels that the most important social task before thoughtful men to-
day is to find a peaceful, creative alternative to violent human conflict and 
to nuclear war in particular. In this sense the concept of non-violence--in 
its broad as well as in its specific me~--can be consiaerei the most vital 
numanitarian idea in the world today. Social work ought to have a lot to say 
about resolving social conf'lict. Yet it has been g-roups other than social wor-
kers who have had the most to say on alternatives to war. 
Why should this be, and where do social workers stand on current issues of 
peace and war? These questions have stimulatei this stuiy, which is an inves-
tigation of the opinions and actions of professional social workers on issues 
of world peace in the li~t of their views on social action in general. The 
stuiy is lased on a written questionnaire answerei ly 120 professional social 
workers rantomly selectei from amo~ the members of the Eastern Massachusetts 
Chapter of the NASW. 
The first research question was: io the social workers take a lroad or 
5 
a narrow view of social action? This is an area worthy of investi~ation in 
itself; however, in the stuiy it was usei as a back:rount for the subsequent 
investigation. Of particular pertinence to the stuty, then, were two specific 
questions regarting the social workers' views on social action: 1.) Do the 
social workers accept the relevance to social action of peace issues? 2.) Do 
the social workers accept the relevance to social action of action by indivi-
duals? In aiiition to these questions, there were three questions relating 
directly to social action on issues of worlt peace in particular: 1.) Do the 
social workers holt views on world peace which are sufficiently divergent from 
current ~overnment policies to warrant social action? 2.) What action have 
the social workers taken on issues of worla peace as well as on other social 
issues? 3.) How to the social workers evaluate other action taken in the pro-
fession on issues of worli peace? 
6 
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CHAP'f'.li!R II 
SOCIAL .ACTION. TI'J SOCIAL i-JORK 
While social action has for a long time been recognized as one of the 
major branches of social work, it is difficult to give a precise definition of 
"social actionj' for its meaning has varied in social work thought anG. history. 
The term roU{;hly conveys to rt10st social workers the idea of peaceable orb'an-
izeli action for social change. Hovmver, ideas c.s to the nature of the activn, 
and the t;oals of the change, vary. On the one hand is a broa~ vievr of social 
action such as Porter Lee's, notea previously. He further defined social ac-
tion as "efforts directed towards changes in law or social structure or to-
wards the initiation of new movements for t}le modification of current social 
practices111 (emphasis added). He included ;-rithin legitimate social action 
such activities as: activity on behalf of a political party "when undertaken 
in the belief that the party's success woult result in a gTeater measure of 
social welfare"; the or:;anization of "special interest groups to achieve 
through the class struggle a shift in the control of economic power"; attempts 
to achieve social and economic changes through legislation; and public promo-
tion of the cooperative movement, the idea of crime prevention, and other mat-
ters of social interest. 2 
In contrast, almost fifteen years later Elizabeth Wickenten defined social 
~e, op. cit., p. 259. 
2nia. 
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action as the action of 11 aatressi~ the government ••• by a ~oup in an or~an­
izea way, with respect to the for.ulation, enactment, interpretation, or ai-
ministration of law."3 Thus social action was seen as equivalent to lobly~ 
for le~islation; it is not only activity on behalf of social chan~e, but also 
a particular methoa of carryin.t on that activity. Porter Lee's iefini tion, 
on the other hani, while acceptin.t lollyfn.t for le.tfslation, exteniei the con-
cept of social action to many other methois as well. His focus was on the 
.toal of social chan.te, a ~oal which he tho~ht coula be achievei &y airect 
activity in society itself as well as ly the more inairect methoi of chan.tfn.t 
the law. 
The aifferences in these two iefinitions, aevelopei fifteen years apart, 
IIQy partly reflect the intervenin.t ch~s in the fieli of social work, ani 
su~~st the importance of examining the concept of social action in its his-
torical contexts. 
The Development of Social Action in Social Work 
Two key aspects of social action in social work prior to World War I 
were, first, the central role playei by inaivitual ~encies, ani, seconi, its 
alliance with the reform movement of that periot. Social work itself turi~ 
this perioa was grountei in the a.tencies--the settlement house, the family 
service society--ant these were the lreeti~ ~ouni for more general social 
concern. The scope of interest ant activity tenQet to &e local rather than 
national, and it was on this level that the social worker was best known ani. 
exertei the ~eatest influence. In the absence of national social work organ-
3Elizabeth Wickenl.en, How to Influence Social Policy, p. 1. 
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izations or even of much social welfare or~anization on a national level, the 
iniividual worker could play a role of great significance in social action. 
This was the a,e of giants and pioneers in social work, and Lillian Walt, Jane 
Ad~ams, an~ others of their stature stood out as spokesmen for social chan,e. 
Social action thus became an activity on the part of key individuals who at-
tempted to exert their influence upon legislators and opinion-makers. 
There were deficiencies in this method of social action, however, which 
caused some concern in social work circles. Altho~h social reformers were 
active amo~ le,islators, they often failed to work towards obtaining public 
lacki~ for the desired le~islation as we11.4 This lei to many failures to 
obtain legislation, for it is after all the popular vote with which the legis-
lator is ultimately concerned. There developed awareness amo~ some social 
workers that in order for efforts at legislative changes to succeed, there 
must also le puilic education ant community organization to encourage ani te-
velop ~eater civic awareness of social prollems, ani greater participation in 
ieali~ with them. Social workers apparently tended to oe paternalistic in 
their relations with the general communit,y, for one observer in 1916 saw a 
stro~ tendency on the part of social agencies ani agents "to think themselves 
sufficient unto communities' social needs,n5 to try to act on their own with-
out relation to community forces. He saw a need for democratization of the 
4see Allen T. Burns, ttOrganization of Community Forces for the Promotion 
of Social Prouams or Socializ~ Social Work," ProceedWs of the National Con-
ference of Charities ani Correction, 1916, pp. 62-78. 
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social action process, with efforts at etucatinr, promoting, and orcanizi~ 
within the community itself. 
Such activities, however, sount a creat teal like what we woult totay call 
"community organization," ant this su"ests that in the period. of which we are 
speaking there was no clear separation letween "social action" and "community 
or£anization. 11 Inteet, the term "social action" was not used at this time; 
more common was the phrase "promotion of social programs," and this was used to 
mean the building up of social programs "through the participation and social 
thought of all elements in the collliJ1unity. 116 Today, while social workers still 
recognize that social action cannot .be successful vli thout the support of 1.:1 
alc:!rt, inf'ormed, ani well-organized community, the task of developine such a 
community has been entrusten to comnunity organization personnel, while the 
tasks of "social action" have been more narro1dy ·defined. Perhaps a clear 
statement of the difference behleen these two methods might be that community 
organization takes the responsibility for the long-range development of a res-
ponsible community, with particular attention to the social welfare needs of 
that community, while social action is concerneEi with mobilization of support 
arounci particular issues with broad social implications. 
In general, the issues which concernea the ear~ social activists in soc-
ial work were those of economic and social welfare--the problems of health, e-
ducation, recreation, and subsistence born of a developing industrial and urban 
society. These interests were similar to those of other progressive ant reform 
6Graham R. Taylor, "The Promotion of Social Programs," Proceed.in;s of 
the National Conference of Charities ani Correction, 1916, p. 31. 
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movements. However, as Cohen points out,7 althou~h social workers were active 
in their local communities, their efforts iii not reflect a consciousness of 
their common cause with the other procressive movements until Jane Adtams 
callei attention to this in 1910. She spoke of the natural alliance letween 
the "chari ta-.le" ani the ''radical," amon_c whom she incluiei En,;lish economists 
ani philanthropists, Russian revolutionaries, ani the Social Democrats of Ger-
many-all those who were "vowei to the testruction of poverty. "8 Whether or 
not other social workers were willi~ to ,;o quite this far with Jane Attams, at 
least the trent seemei to le to ally with the refora, if not revolutionary, 
elements in America. 
In sum, then, social action prior to 1914 was carriei on lar,;ely ly the 
iniivitual ~ency ani the individual influential social worker, acting as a cit-
izen lut utilizinr his reputation as a social worker. The methot of social ac-
tion tenie~ tole that of le~islative lollying throu,;h intivitual effort--with 
some ievelopin~ emphasis, however, on community or~anization for social action 
purposes. The issues which concernei the social activists were those of health 
ant economic ani social welfare--at a time when activity on these issues was 
not as acceptalle as it is totay, 'but was linket with "reform" or even "raiical" 
activity. This link, however, was not iisiainei ly some .social workers. 
The next perioi of si~ficant social action in social work was the perioi 
of the Depression. Unierstanially, activity focusei on the proalems of the De-
pression, ani social workers workei for letter social insurance, improvei relief~ 
?Nathan E. Cohen, Social Work in the .AJI.erican Traii tion, p. 93. 
8Jane Aiius, "Charity ani Social Justice," Proceeiincs of the National 
Conference ef Charities ani Correction, 1910, P• 18. 
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aore work projects, ant recocnition of the ri~hts of lalor. It was a time in 
which many social workers ~ain tentet to estallish common cause with those 
~oups in society wor~ for economic, political, ant social chm~-in par-
ticular, with lallor. 
One of the manifestations of this itentification with lalor was the for-
mation of social workers' unions in the 1930's. These were concernet not only 
with the wor~ ri~hts of social workers themselves, lut also with the rights 
of lalor in general; thus they supportet measures to ~arantee freetom of or-
~anization ant collective lar~ainin~ for lalor. Social workers also gave at-
tention to prollems of civil liberties, ant, as the worlt movet closer to war, 
to the question of preserv~ the peace. 
There were c~es auring this perioi in the agents of social action. The 
a~ency tentet to fate into relative insignificance in this respect. The tevel-
opment of national professional or,anizations, and the increasing extension of 
social welfare proolems to the national and international levels, may have been 
in part the causes of less interest on the part of iniividual agencies in social 
action, at least on issues of more than local interest. A more significant 
cause, however, may have leen the change in the sources of financial support 
for the private agency--a iecrease in support from the few large givers, ani 
an increase in reliance upon many small tonors. ~he effect of this may have 
been to make the agency more subservient to the values of the community as a 
whole, ant less eager to undertake controversial social action. Grace Coyle 
notei that the depenience of much of social work upon private aonors 
makes it unlikely that it will promote funiamental reorganization, es-
pecially of our economic institutions, though it may moiify certain 
social institutions. It is especially true that social ~encies are 
12 
limitet ly this tepentence, thouth this toes not preclute all ac-
tion of this sort ly certain ~encies ••• Any contrilution to social 
reorganization by social work will depent l§T~ely on social wor-
kers as iniiviauals or professional ~oups. 
The burten of social action, then, fell upon the social work unions. Al-
though the American Association of Social Workers was in existence, many social 
workers felt that it tit not truly represent their views, ant that more mili-
tant, outspoken associations were neetea to represent social workers. Such 
associations the unions were, ant perhaps the techniques of social action which 
were utilizet ly social workers turing these years are accountet for ly the 
style of the trate union movement. Accorting to Cohen's tescription: 
The unions soon lecame a vilrant force in all areas of social work. 
· They tevotet themselves not only to matters of social welfare ant 
personnel, lut also to a progralll of partisan political activity. 
Pro~essivl cantitates for pullic office were entorset ant. actively 
supportet. 0 
Thus, participation in partisan politics was re~lar ant una'bashet. J.1ethots of 
tirect action also were utilizet, incluting mass picketing, sit-ins, ant en 
masse lollying in state capitols ant city halls. Less ~gressive social action 
inclutet letter-writing campai~s, ratio lroatcasts, ant visits ly tele,ations 
to legislators ant officials. As Cohen further notet, however, 11It was not 
long ••• lefore the question arose as to whether or not there was an inherent 
• .J f . 1 h n11 conflict letween a trade-~on ana a pro ess~ona approac ••• 
Doults on this issue, as well as tisacreements between conservative ant 
9Quotet in Cohen, op. cit., p. 200. 
101 ..... .:~ . ~... ' p. 205 • 
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more raiical elements within the unions, weakenei the original social work un-
ions until they finally tissolvea in 1948 and were replaced by other, less mil-
·t t . t• 12 1 an organ1za 1ons. 
Postwar social action in social work has been marked by a new conservatism. 
Since the 1930's social work has consistently sup~Jorted extensio~ and modifica-
ticn of t:b::: sc:cial insurance ini tiateli "by the Nevr Deal, but in the past fifteen 
ye3TS the profession has been increasi~ly :preoccupied \vi th problel!ls of mental 
r::eal th. It is the \vri t8r 1 s impression that this clinical orientation in social 
work, plus some disillusionment about the militant social action of the 1930's, 
plus the general Qecline in America of liberal political and social activity 
after 1948, have resulted in more cautious social action in social work in Hll 
respects. 13 Perhaps also this has been a period of attempts at sharper defin-
ition of the nature of social action, and more thoughtful evaluation of the 
role of the social work profession in social change. In any case, the key so-
cial action issues for social w·ork during these years have been mental illness, 
social insurance, civil liberties, racial intecration, and international social 
welfare. 
The professional social work or~anization has assumed first place as the 
agent of social action in social work. One observer v~ote in 1949 of the neces-
sity for, as the instrument of social action, "a well-endowed national organi-
zation equippei with a professional research staff, an effective fielt staff, 
12IIii., P• 279. 
l3For a fuller tescription of these trents, see ~' pp. 265-281. 
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and a coortinator who will e;ive leatership to national social legislation."l4 
While he may have hat in mini a specializet or~anization ievotet to problems 
of social action~ the founti~ of the National Association of Social Workers 
since that time may have eliminatet the neet for such a specializei organiza-
tion. Within the NASW have developet resources for social action, notably, a 
branch in Washi~ton unter a full-time tirector. 
The methots of social action turi~ the past fifteen years have very 
lar~ely been two: statements iy professional organizations on social issues; 
ant loiiyill€ for legislation, with attentant promotion~ puilic etucation, ant 
community or~anization as neetet. In a way, accorting to the view of the re-
searcher, social action in social work can be thought of as having mate the 
full circle; once at;ain~ as fifty years ago, it is intent on tryi~ to oitain 
social ch~ iy worki~ throu:h le«islatures rather than iy trying to influ-
ence iirectly the community at large. Certainly social work is now more atept 
at outaining community support for tesiret social legislation. However, as 
Porter Lee reco~izet, there is much social change that can ie accomplishet 
throu:h other means. 
There has also ieen a narrowing of the view of the intivitual worker's 
role in social action. Jane Attams felt it to ie not only her personal respon-
siiility, iut also her professional tuty, to speak out on all issues which con-
cernet human welfare. The recognition that all social change cannot ie accom-
plishet iy an elite leatership has been important in social work, and the te-
l4Sytney Maslen, "Social Action," Social Work Yearlaook, 1949~ p. 477. 
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velopment of or~anizei ioiies to ~ve voice to social action concerns has 
leen useful. However, perhaps one of the ne~ative effects of this treni to-
warts or~anization has 8een to minimize the role of the iniiviiual worker. 
That there can le a place for the iniiviiual worker, even in the methoi 
of loiiyinr for le~islation, was reco~izei iy Elizabeth Wickenten, who wrote 
of the usefulness of iniiviiuals in moiilizinc support within the profession 
through "personal expressions of opinion or efforts to c-et others with whom 
they are associatei to to the same. 1115 Inti viiuals may also take part in in-
fluencinc- the pullic--throu~h personal contacts, pullic speakinc-, iisseminatin~ 
information, ani similar activities. They may iniiviiually contact le&"islators 
or join others in ioi~ so. There is room, then, for intiviiual activi~ in 
the present methois of social action, hut it is rather structurei, channelizei 
activity. With orc-anization comes orier, but also perhaps a lessenin' of in-
~ividual commitment ana involvement. 
Some Key Issues in Social Action Thou£ht in Social Work 
The extent of the responsiiility of the individual social worker in so-
cial action has ieen a matter of some controversy in social work, ant within 
this problem is that of the necessity--or the desirability--of ~istinguishin~ 
'between the worker's roles as a professional person and as a "private citizen." 
On the one hand is the view that there is no aistinctiori between these 
two roles--that it is part of the social worker's professional commitment to 
le concernei with social problems, and to be identifiei with certain stands on 
l5Wickenien, op. cit., p. 11. 
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those prollems, whether "privately" or 11 pu'Dlicly." To quote more fully a pre-
viously citei statement ay Benjamin Youn&jahl: 
Our interest ani functions as professional persons mer~e with our 
responsililities as citizens ••• Some of the more timie ani cautious 
amo~ us may withtiraw into "professional" shells, forgetting the 
important things at stake to people--to our own caseloais, but also 
to people, everywhere. Tfuis is the antithesis of the truly profes-
sional. It is pertinent to ask whether a social worker tod~ is 
truly a professiona16person who isn't actively an& effectively en-~aged as a citizen • 
.And later: 
The assumption that by joining a purely professional orGanization 
one is carryin: out his function as a citizen might be questioned. 
We need. to work tlrro1J.6h non-s~7ial work croups also if .,,e are going 
to make our influur..ce felt ••• 
An analogy might be made accordin:3 to this view· beh;een social i·mrk a .. nd 
the church. The ninistsr' s cJ:wice of the church as a vocation represents a 
total commitment to certain religious and moral principl-es, to a certain way 
of life. He is not expected to compartmentalize his religious concern nor act 
upon it only during the hours of professional activity. Rather, he is expec-
ted to represent in the community his values, to be in his person a moral anft. 
religious influence. This principle is acceptei in social work to the extent 
that the profession speaks of "using the self" in its work, and tries to en-
coura~ self-understandi~ in its practitioners so that they m~ act not only 
on the basis of techniques, but also on the basis of well-establishei personal 
maturity. 
Others take issue with the point of view represented by Youngdahl. They 
16 Youn~iahl, op. cit., p. 21. 
17n~u., P· 24. 
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emphasize the purely professional aspects of social work. ~~e inaividual has 
a responsibility to be cognizant of the skills and values of the profession 
ani to devote himself to those social issues which are relevant to his profes-
sional work. Beyond this, he has no more special responsibility for solvinG 
social problems than does any other citizen. He may choose to accept such 
responsibility, as a citizen, but his professionel cmami tment does not ohli-
~·J.te Lin to tio so, nor does he have any special competence to spea:~ on the 
many problems :rhich can be terneo_ "social. 11 
Perhaps a thii'C. vieu is inclica:ted by Solender: 
The potentiality of tl:e socie.l vwrk profession for enr·ichinc social 
yolicy is a blend of the pre<lisposition of persons vrho elect a career 
in the field, their specialized training and professional prepara-
tion, ru1d the experience derived from their pral~ice. This faculty 
is intrinsic to their professional functioning. 
The introduction of the factor of the "predisposition" of those who choose so-
cial work as a career is si&,Tlificant. It reminds one that social vrork often 
attracts, and indeed seeks to attract, persons who have some interest in sucial 
problems. This interest may run concurrently with their sense of professional 
commitment and seek expression through both professional and non-professional 
channels. Thus, while it may be difficult to demonstrate that social workers 
ought to take responsibility for social problems as citizens by virtue of their 
professional commitment, there can validly be an expectation of a l1igh correl-
ation between interest in social work and interest in social problems; one is 
not a necessary cause of the other, but the two in fact may be found to be 
associatea. This view may be contrastet with Youngd~1l's schematically: 
18sanrort Solenier, "Public Social Policy and Social Work Practice," 
Social Work, vol. 3, no. 1 (January, 1958), P• 7. 
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1.) professional commitment----------~social action as a private citizen 
2.) interest in ---~professional commitment--~social action as a profes-
social pro8lems sional 
-----------------------------~social action as a citizen 
Thus far we have consiteret the obligations which professional commitment 
may or may not impose on the individual worker as a private citizen. But, one 
may ask, is the social worker ~ truly a private citizen? His role is <ie-
fine&. not only by himself or by the profession, but also by the community. He 
may seek to dissociate his professional role from his private one, so as to 
act with complete liberty of individual conscience. however, the comnunity 
may not so separate these roles. Questions arise as to ~>rhether the indivic~ual 
action >vill discredit the social 1vor~: p:;:cfession in any way, or vrill limit the 
effectiveness of the individual's a~ency in the community. Can the J:Jrofession 
or the agency tolerate vri thin its ranks, for exar:-,}Jle, the I''Orlcer who ir_ Lis 
11rivate life is an avid supporter of white supremacy? Or vrhat of an .1ction 
such as civil disobedience, whict very generally confOTiilS to social ''iork val-
ues in that it is a nor_-violent action which ultimately seeks t ~ c,1<::.nt;e laws, 
but whic~l is likely to be hit:;hly criticized in the cormuni ty'? Shoulr:!. the ind_i-
vidual be free to take whatever action he thinks fit if he acts as a "r)rivate 
citizen, 11 or should there be limits? Certainly both view-s have supr;ort in 
social work. 
TNo voints in the NASW Cone of Ethics19 are relevant to this problem. 
Point 2 states that the individual worker "r;ives precedence to his professional 
l9National Association of Social \iorkers, 11Cocie of Ethics, 11 NASi'/ Ne1ts, 
vol. 5, no. 2 (lt'ebruary, 1960), .P• 5. 
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responsibility over his personal interests." Point 11 is particularly rele-
vant: nHe distinguishes clearly, in public, between his statements and actions 
a.s an ind.ivifiua.l ani. as a. representative of an organization. 11 These points 
take into account the need for both inaivitua.l freedom and professional res-
ponsibility. However, it is by no means easy to accommodate the two in actual 
practice. 
The extension of professional commitment into the intividual's private 
life may be seen as a double-etged swori. A broadening of the concept of pro-
fessional commitment may enhance the individual's sense of responsibility in 
relation to social problems, but it may also cause him to limit, or be limi tei. 
in, his freedom of action. 
It is not only the individual worker, however, who faces the problem of 
choosin~ appropriate social action. Similar considerations arise in actions 
undertaken by official social work bodies. · Is direct action advisable? Should 
the values of the community, ant the profession's reputation in the community, 
be taken into account, or should the profession take its stands regardless of 
possible consequences? There are those who feel that social work should not 
move beyoni. the values of the community, that it shoulG. act only as an agent 
of the community in achieving those social c~s which the community desires. 
On the other hand, others believe that social work has G.efinite social values 
and goals which it must aElvocate in the community and etuca.te the community to-
warts accepting. Thus the aim of social work social action is callet into ques-
tion: Should social work seek fundamental social ch~es in accort with its 
values, or should it devote itself only to seeking those lesser chang·es wl1ich 
are acceptable to the existing social orter? 
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There are questions also about the appropriate scope of social concern in 
social work. Should social work be concernet with all issues which even re-
motely have social implications, or should the profession attend only to those 
issues in relation to which it has special competence and professional inter-
est? 
Perhaps a partial answer is provicl.ed by Porter Lee, who wrote of the dif-
ference between 11advocacytt and ttsupport" in social action. "Advocacy", or 
"leadership" is reserved for those social actions 
with respect to which one is professionally competent and are direct 
authentic professional activities ••• Social work, in the administra-
tion of programs designed to provide commodities, service, protec-
tion, or opportunity, has a potential contr~aution to sound social 
action which can be made by no other group. 
However, he continued: 
The nature of social work ••• brings its practitioners into situations 
where they have to take responsible action which is beyond their tech-
nical competence. In such situations they cannot avoid reaching con-
victions and lending support, thou~h if they are professiona12r hon-
est they may well be wary of assuming leadership or advocacy. 
Porter Lee's analysis is a useful one in defini~ levels of social action 
which are possible in social work. It reminds us that social action is not of 
a piece, and that the problem for social werkers is not merely to decide whe-
ther to act or not to act on a social issue, but rather to define the extent 
of their interest ant take the corresponding social action. This approach thus 
allows for social workers to take ~ action on many issues outside of their 
immediate professional interests. 
20 Lee, op. cit., p. 260. 
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CHAPT:ER III 
SOCIAL ACTION AND WORLD PEACE 
The Relevance of the Issue of World Peace to Social Work 
That world peace is one issue which can properly be considered relevant 
• 
to social work has been affirmed by numerous writers in the field. It is also 
implicit in the oft-stated ba:sic values of social work. 
The Judeo-Christian moral tradition to which social workers often refer 
as the basis of social work: values includes among its precepts the repudiation 
of war. Moreover, the humanitarian and democratic heritages of social work 
postulate the importance of individual life; the dignit.y of each individual; 
I 
the right of each to self-fulfillment; society's responsibility for the health 
and welfare of men; and the importance of a wholesome environment without 
fear, oppression, or want. These are values which are enhanced in a time of 
peace, a:ncl damaged in a time of war. 
It has been realized perhaps only in recent times that war destroys not 
only human bodies and possessions, but also valued aspects of human society 
and the individual human spirit, and that these negative effects persist lone 
H after the period. of actual conflict. War has often been seen as a costly but 
necessary evil, or at times even as a positive good, after which society quiet-
ly returns, as was hoped after the first world war, to "normalcy." However, 
even in the period of that war, when the dominant national sentiment ennobled 
the conflict as "the war to end all wars," Jane Addams was able to envision 
the drastic and lo~-range effects of the war on the spirits of men: 
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J: 
A finely tempered sense of justice, which alone is of any service 
in modern civilization, cannot possibly be secured in the storm 
and stress of war. This is not only because war inevitably arous-
es the more primitive antagonisms, but because the spirit of fight-
in~ burns away all those impulses, certainly toward.s the enemy, 
which foster the will to justice. We were therefore certain that 
if war prevailed»1all social efforts would be cast into an earlier 
and coarser mold. 
Jane Addams' fears regarding the social and psychological effects of the 
war seemed fulfilled according to her description of the aftermath of the war: 
disillusion, suspicion, political intolerance and injustice, and social con-
servatism. 2 It was a period in which, as she remarked in another book, refor-
mers were no longer fighting for the progressive social aims of the pre-war 
period, but w·ere instead thrown back to defending some of the basic democratic 
rights and liberties. 
Social work itself faced the aftermath of the war when it began to en-
counter the problems of the returning healthy veteran, and of the "neurasthen-
ictt veteran. While this experience furthered the development of social case-
work, social workers could not but have been aware of the continued long-range 
negative consequences of the war. Psychoanalytic thought during the period 
between the two world wars also contributed indirectly to an understanding of 
the psychological effects of war by exploring the concept of the trauma. 
Again during and after the second world war, social work and allied dis-
ciplines carried much of the burden of the social and psychological disloca-
tiona which the war produced.. This was, for Americans, a much more total war 
1Jane Addams, Peace and :Bread in Time of War, p. 4. 
2 Jane Addams, The Second Twenty Years at Hull House, p. 154. 
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thari any previous one, a war which involved widespread mobilization of the 
civilian population. War was no longer an event which could be restricted to 
the fight~ front; it now involved pursuaii~, restricting, and at times co-
ercin~ civilians at home as well. Civil liberties, as always in time of war, 
were restricted; Japanese-Americans were relocated; school children were 
urged ~o buy defense stamps; the defense worker was ennobled, the pacifist 
disgraced.; and as in the first world war, flprimi tive antagonisms"-fear and 
hate of the enemy--had of necessi~ to be promoted.. These conditions are the 
necessary corollaries of large-scale national war, but observers of individual 
and social conduct realize that such physical and psychological mobilization 
of a population is not easily undone, especially if the emotions thus unleashed 
are those more primitive than the emotions necessary for the "will to justice" 
ana the peaceful "social effort" of which Jane Addams wrote. 
Lewis Mumford. has elaborated. on one aspect of this point. He has written 
of the "gigantic moral collapse113 which he sees beginning in the second worla 
war with our adoption of the Fascist military technique of obliteration bombing 
of civilian populations, and ending with our dropping the atomic bomb on Hiro-
shima. There thus grew during the war an acceptance of methods of warfare 
which had been thought antidemocratic and immoral before the war, and it is in 
this respect that tifumford sees far-reachin&' deterioration of moral and human 
values •. The ultimate effect, according to him, has been our present reliance 
on weapons of mass destruction, and the attendant psychological changes: 
3Lewis ]:lumford, The l'ftorals of Extermination, p. 6. 
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Plainly, the acceptance of rrass extermination as a norn~ outcome 
of war undermined all the moral inhibit~ons4that have kept man's murderous fantasies from active express~on. 
And later: 
To accept {nuclear weapon~, we have deliberately anesthetized the 
normal feelings, emotio~s, anxieties, and hopes that alone could 
bring us to our senses. 
A ))ublication of the American Friends Service Committee further discusses 
the social and psychological effects of our present preparations for nuclear 
warfare: 
Organization for modern war demands fundamental changes in the val-
ues of our society. The organizational, cultural, and spiritual 
framework of a society prepared to wage modern mass warfare is in-
. compatible with the framework of a society that sustains democratic 
and human values. War preparation now requires organizing society 
itself as an army, with igformation and control wholly in the hands 
of the wielders of power. 
!he authors point out ways in which individual freedom is restricted, indepen-
dence of thought is discouraged, and authoritatian attitudes are conditioned 
through the use of propaganda, new methods of social organization, and control 
of movement. 
Momentous social change in the future is prophesied in a recent study by 
Harrison Brown and James Real, who see great stress on civil defense in the 
next phase of the arms race: 
The new developments will cause people to burrow more deeply into the 
ground. Factories will be built in caves, as will apartment houses 
and stores. Eventually most human life will be undergrounci, confron-
4Ibiti., · P• 4. 
5Ibid., p. 12. 
6American Friends Service Committee, Speak Truth to Power, p. 19. 
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te~ by arsenals capable of aestroying all life over the land areas 
of the earth. Deep under the ground people will be relatively safe 
--at least until such time as we learn ho' to make explosives capable 
of pulverizin~ the earth to great depths. 
Needless to say, such changes, if they occur, would mean monumental social 
chan~s as well, in which it is hard to imagine the survival of the human di'-
nity or the democratic values which concern social workers. 
It is important to realize that the fifteen years since World War II have 
been characterized not only by the aftermath of that war--the same social dis-
location, political quietism (until very recently), conformity, and "wi t.ch-
huntirlg" that prevailed after the first worla war--but also by, for the first 
time, prolon,ed and open-ended preparation for a new war, more total and cata-
clysmic than any we have yet known. Much has been written about the nature of 
the new weapons--their destructiveness, the d~er of accidental war, the in-
creasing centralization of control over these weapons, the difficulties of con-
trolling their use once war starts--but apart from the danger to human life 
which they present, there is also the problem of the continued psychological 
stress which living with these weapons produces. 
This has been amply discussed l:ly psychiatrist Jerome Frank. He writes of 
the overwhelming anxiety which is the result of such prolonged stress, the 
need to meet this anxiety with denial, and the resulting rigidity of behavior 
in meeting the challe~es of our time.8 Some social workers have seen these 
7Harrison Brown and James Real, Community of Fear, p. 38-9. 
8Jerome D. Frank, "Breaking the Thought Barrier: Psychological Chal-
lenges of the Nuclear A&e," Psychiatry, vol. 23, no. 3 (August, 1960), 
pp. 245-266. 
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psychological dynanics in effect in their clients, particularly in the youth-
ful client who says, Wvfuy should I plan for the future? All I want novl is a 
good time, because vre'll all get blown up soon any1vay." The fatalism, pessim-
ism, and feelings of helplessness that are the by-products of the present situ-
ation are attitudes which are antithetical to the creative gro\vth and the so-
cial responsibility which social workers are committed to fostering. Profes-
sional social workers have aclmowledged this in the NASvl Stateraent on Disarma-
ment which is to be included in the Goals of Public Social Policy.9 
Thus it can be seen that social workers have a stake in preventing the 
nuclear war which now threatens. wbile social vrorkers have in the past been 
more concerned with providing services during and after war, it is very diffi-
cult to imagine the implementation of such services after an all-out nuclear 
war.
10 There would seem to be greater validity in emphasizing social work's 
preventive function in this respect--social work's oft-noted responsibility 
in preventing social and individual breakdown and in changing the conditions 
which produce such breakdown. 
Social Action for World Peace 
An account of social work action on issues of world peace must necessarily 
9Already noted in Chapter I, PP• 2-3. 
10This raises questions as to current expectations of social work's 
rote. in civil defense in the event of nuclear war-unless social workers are 
will~ to proceei on the proposition set forth by Harrison ana Real: "Ration-
ally, were we to make vigorous efforts to survive a large-scale nuclear war, we 
would forget about our existing cities, reconcile ourselves to the loss of their 
' inhabitants, and concentrate our efforts in other areas" (op. cit., p. 17). 
i• "It seems clear," the authors note, "that in the event /jJf a nuclear attack on ~ (i~~~ ;~~6)~ould be virtually no survivors of the blast and thermal effects• 
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be&"in with the activities of Jane Addams and other notei social workers of her 
time. Jane Addams, born of Quaker stock, was personally a pacifist. However, 
iuring the period of the first world war, she felt it relevant as well to her 
career as a social worker to be concerned with the problem of war. She notei 
this in her description of a meeting of social workers at the Henry Street Set-
tlement in the fall of 1914, held for the purpose of formulating a constructive 
policy towards the war: 
All of us, through long experience among the immigrants from many 
nations, were convinced that a friendly and cooperative relation-
ship was const~ly becoming more possible between all peoples. 
We velieved that war, seeking its end through coercion, not only 
interrupted but fatally reversed this process of cooperating good 
will which, if it ha11the chance, would eventually include the human family itself. · 
In 1914 there was then organized by a group of social workers and other 
like-minded people, the Union Against I1iili tarism, with Lillian Wald of the 
Henry Street Settlement as chairman. Jane Ad.dams herself became chairman of 
the Woman's Peace Party, a group of women who organized to protest the war. 
In 1916 they affiliated witi1 the large movement of the same nature among women 
in Europe. This became known as the International Congress of Women, which 
had headquarters at The Hague and held international conventions; it eventu-
ally became the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, an organi-
zation which is still alive and active. The phenomenon of a large, militant, 
international movement of women protesti~ war is an awesome one; the motiva-
l. tin{l; force for the movement was the feeli:tl£' that women had a special stake in 
preserving-life and preventing war, and the movement had feminist as well as 
11Jane Addams, Peace and Bread in Time of War, p. 3. 
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pacifist overtones. 
Throughout the war Jane Addams and other social workers were constantly 
involved in speaking for their position, or~anizing protest meetin~s, confer-
ring with ~overnment officials includ~ President Wilson, and organizing so-
cial action to influence government policy. The major efforts which engaget 
the workers for peace up to 1916 was to try to arr~e a conference of neutral 
nations which would attempt to intervene in and end the war. The obstacle in-
itially seemed to Ia that of obtaining agreement amon~ the warring countries 
to accept such mediation, and in this effort Jane Addams took a significant 
part. In 1915 she and several of her Hull House associates, includi~ Grace 
As'bott and Dr. Alice Hamil ton, were part of the American delegation to the con-
ference at The Hague of the International Congress of Women. ,Here Jane Ad-
dams was appointei one of several dele~ates who were to visit the capitals of 
the warring nations to ur~ participation in the proposed conference of neu-
trals. 
Finding sentiment favorable for such a conference, Jane Addams and others 
next tried to obtain United States participation. Thereupon followed heroic 
attempts to mobilize public opinion to induce President Wilson to act--at one 
point, ten thousand women's organizations sent telegrams to the President--but 
to no avail. Despite Wilson's friendliness to the pacifist cause until 1916, 
there was a dramatic reversal in his views at the start of his second term, 
and within a month after his ina~ation in 1916, he was urging U.S. partici-
1 pation, not in peace activities, but in the war. Thereafter, public opinion, 
which until then had been sympathetic to the cause Jane Addams and others were 
trying to promote, also reversed itself, and Jane Addams described, with re~Tet 
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but without bitterness, the calumny to which she and her colleagues were sub-
jected for their views--to the point where, in 1919, she was vilified as "pro-
German" for seeking aid for starving German victims of the v1ar. 
Jane Addams' efforts in this direction came about through her associations 
after the war with the new Friends Service Committee. At that time she and 
Dr. Alice Hamil ton joined English and American Quakers to survey European con-
ditions in preparation for the rehabilitative work which the Service Committee 
then undertook. Thus a precedent was set for the international social 1velfare 
which has since so engaged social workers. 
The calumny did not end here, however. Jane Addams was one of the targets 
of the new post-war conservatism. ~ne Women's International League for Peace 
and Freedom was attacked by the DAR and the American Legion, and Jane Addams 
was accusei of "internationalism." The exemplary courage which Jane Addams de-
monstrated under the pressure and criticism to which she was subjected has not 
often been duplicated by others in similar circumstances since. 
There is some slight indication that other social workers as well were in-
l terested in problems of peace during this post-war period. A report presented 
,, 
to the 1924 National Conference of Social Work, on "The Challenge to Social 
Work of Changing Control in Industry," called for "efforts toward greater inter-
national cooperation between labor and producing groups in the struggle against 
and . 0 l" ,12 war :unper~a ~sm. While this is a general statement, it at least re-
affirmed social work concern with the prevention of war, and acknowledged the 
potential role of labor in such an effort. 
12Quoted in Cohen, op. cit., p. 151. 
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It appears, l1owever, that it was not until the late 1930's that there 
was again vigorous discussion in social work, centering in the ne1v social 
workers' unions, around the problems of world peace. Liberal opiniort gener-
ally at this time vms split regarding participation in the European war, and 
there was a similar difference of views among social workers. The ariti-vTar 
view won out in the 1939-41 period, for there was "grouing activity on the 
part of [the two major social work union~ around the relation of social work 
and of labor to the maintenance of peace, 1113 with a number of locals setting 
up peace committees as part of their organic structure. When this ~;oint of 
view was voted as official policy by the unions, a real split among social 
worl<ers ensued, with many dissenters leaving the unions. 
Cohen's few cormnents on this controversy14 indicate that the anti-vrar 
view was being promoted by radical social workers, who •vere prompted by their 
conviction that the war was a "capitalist" one, as well as by Nazi-Soviet 
rapport after 1939. It was Germany's surprise attack on the USSR, according 
to Cohen, which prompted a reversal of policy on the issue of participation 
in the war. Whether this is true or not, pro-Russian radicals have not been 
the, only ones who have identified war with capitalism, and there is a tradi-
tion in American social work for identification with labor against those econ-
omic interests which tend to promote war as well as other socially undesirable 
condi tiona. 
13Fra:nk: C. Bancroft, "Trade Unionism in Social Work," Social Work 
Yearbook, 1941, p. 562. 
14
cohen, op. cit., p. 200. 
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Following World War II, social work interest in the problems of war ant 
peace seemed to center arouna, first, support of the United Nations as an 
agent for maintaining international peace and order, and second, participation 
in international social welfare activities. Typically, Youngdahl in 1947 sug-
&"estea the issue of "international organization, or another major warn15 as 
one of the four major postwar social problems facing social work. Social work 
interest in both these areas has been consistent since the war and has been 
reaffirmed in the NASW's Goals of Public Social Policy~6 
However, what has since emergea as the major issue of war and peace in 
recent years--the control of weapons of mass destruction and the prevention of 
nuclear war--received scant attention among social workers until 1958. This 
was the year in which the growing general concern over the development of nuc-
lear weapons became somewhat mobilized around the issue of nuclear testing, and 
so social workers too became vocal on some of these matters--at a time of ris-
ing public opinion, but not before. 
One of the important steps taken in social work at this time was the pass-
,1 ing of two resolutions by the 1958 Delegate Assembly of the NASW, one on dis-
armament ant one on the testing of nuclear weapons. The former resolutian17 
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called for the development of a U.S. foreign policy which would seek interna-
l5Youngtahl, op. cit., p. 23. 
16Published 1959. 
17Resolution 8. See Appendix A. 
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tional "arrangements and a._e-reements•• promoting world peace and leading to the 
eventual elimination of "an armaments race including the development of nuc-
lear weapons." The somewhat stronger resolution on the testing on nuclear wea-
pons18 affirmei the preservation of human life as more important than "the dif-
ferences separating the governments of the world," including, presumably, the 
ideological differences which give so much concern to some supporters of cur-
rent defense policies. The resolution further takes issue with the deterrence 
concept which is central to U.S. military strategy: "We do not believe that 
stockpiling of nuclear weapons serves as a deterrent to war but instead in-
creases the dangers of nuclear destruction ••• " The resolution then calls for 
the U.S. gove:rnruent 11 to seek more effective methods of negotiating outstanding 
differences among nations and to achieve a workable plan for disarmament," and 
also asks the U.S. and other governments "to end immediately the production and 
, testing of nuclear vieapons. 11 
A further action of the 1958 Delegate Assembly was to authorize a commit-
tee to draw up, by the time of the 1960 Assembly, a statement on disarmament 
for inclusion in the Goals of Public Social Policy. Such a statement \vas pre-
( pared~9 and was accepted by the 1960 Assembly, for inclusion in 1962 in are-
vision of the Goals of Public Social Policy. Appropriately, the statement be-
gins with a r8ference to Jane Addams and the tradition of concern with world 
' peace which she initiated in social work. The statement acknowledges social 
18aesolution 9. See Appendix A. 
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19Na.tional Association of Social Workers, "Statement on Disarmament for 
Goals of Public Social Policy," See Appendix B. 
work's responsibility to promote worl~ peace. As noted previously, it reco~­
ii nizes the psychological, moral, and economic implications of present prepara-
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tion for war. Finally, it ur~es "support of all possible efforts toward worlt 
peace, the abolition of nuclear testing, and disarmament." Specifically, it 
calls for continuet disarmament negotiations, disarmament with 11 a specific 
timetable of accomplishment and effective international controls" through the 
United Nations, and accompanying social welfare planning. 
Interestli1gly, at the same 1960 Delegate Assembly, another statement on 
these matters, much stronger, was proposed by the San Diego Chapter of the NASW 
but was not accepted. ~nis resolution20 expressed the belief that a social 
work stand on peace should not wait until 1962 to be finalized, but that "more 
immediate and forthright action" should be taken; furthermore, that profes-
sional social workers "can and should adopt an aguessive action program for 
world peace and world government" (emphasis added). 'l'he tvm proposals of im-
mediate, aggTessive action,and advocacy of the goal of world government are 
strongly advanced in the text: 
••• Chapter's sanction of a policy statement on worla peace ana 
world government should be enabled without further delay ••• 
NASW public social policy should formulate as a specific goal 
the establishment of world govermnent, without which there is 
no stable world peace ••• 
Priority should be given to developing an ag&Tessive NASW ac-
tion program focused specifically on the establishment of world 
government. 
The degree to which this resolution extends beyond the Statement on Dis-
armament above is immediately apparent, and this is further evident in some of 
20Na.tional Association of Social Workers, "Resolution Concerning NASW 
d 'Statement on Disarmamen~' " submitted to the 1960 Delegate Assembly by the San ~ })ie~o Cl!t:iPter. See .. A.Ppenuix C • 
.'J 
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the other proposals made. Short of achievement of the goal of world govern-
ment, the NASvl should take "public initiative" on interim programs for the pro-
motion of peace; this should include support for: 
a.) Total U.S. commitment to the United ~ations and World Court 
as the sole and final arbiter of international disagreements, 
pending world government. 
b.) Imraediate and dynamic U.S. initiative, under the U.N., for 
cessation of nuclear testing, international weapons ban, and 
world-wide disarmament excepting U.N. police force, the en-
forcement arm under item a. 
c.) Establishment of a U.S. Department of Peace, with responsi-
bilities and appropriations at least as extensive as our De-
partment of Defense ••• 
d.) ••• Domestic and international (through U.N.) socio-economic 
planning ••• 
e.) ••• A massive and continuous international exchange of peo-
ple and ideas ••• 
f.) NatiomTide, federally supported priority on education for 
world citizenship, beginning in elementary school ••• 
This resolutioil, in its specificity, urgency, and emphasis on social work 
1 initiative, recalls:B>rterLee's comments on the difference between "leadership 
and advocacy" on the one hand, and "support" on the other hand in relation to 
social action. 21 The San Diego Resolution above seems to proceed on the assump-
tion that social workers can and must lead in actions to promote peace, while 
the Statement on Disarmament seems to lean more towards the supportive approach. 
This may represent a very real conflict within social work today regarding an 
approach to current issues of worla peace. 
A recent activity of a different sort among social workers was the forma-
I 1 tion in 1958 of a Social Workers' Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy. This 
! 
was organized by New York social workers who wished to join together for action 
21 See Chapter II, p. 21. 
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against nuclear testin~. The group became affiliated with the New York Commit-
tee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, was joined by a similar group among Chicago so-
cial workers, and presently has 300 members. A statement drawn up by the 
group supported: 
1.) 
2.) 
3.) 
4.) 
Immediate cessation of nuclear tests by.all countries through 
an inspected United Nations agreement, which would include 
adequate procedures. 
International control of missiles and out-space satellites 
through the United Nations. 
International control over the stock-piling and production 
of nuclear weapons through the United Nations. 
The support anc[ reinforcement of the United Nations as an 
instrument of 1vorld lavl with the ultimate objective of total 
abolition of all we~~ons of mass destruction among all na-
tions of the world. 
The social workers' group has participated in the activities of the New York 
SANE23 organization, and also was instrumental in organizing a progTam on is-
sues of nuclear war at the 1960 National Conference of Social Welfare. 
22
social Workers' Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, 11Statement," 
April, 1960. For complete text, see Ap1:endix D. 
23The Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy vras organized in 1957. It is 
sponsored by many prominent Americans such as Lewis Humford and Norbert \•liener, 
' and has developed into one of the most influential organizations in the country 
which is concerned primarily with the problems of nuclear armament. Its pro-
gram is similar to that adopted by the social workers' group above, with a 
strong emphasis on gradual, inspected disarmament under negotiated internation-
al agreements. 
It may be noted that the trend of the resolutions on world peace passed by 
the NASW thus far is in the direction of the program of SA.L'T.E. In contrast, 
other ~Toups offer more radical proposals, and in the spectrum of organizations 
,f q concerned with peace, SANE falls among the more conservative. For example, at 
:: the other extreme are or{ianizations advocating unilateral disarmament, defense 
:I through non-violent resistance, and civil disobedience in protest against nuc-
i! lear weapons. In between these two poles is the position represented by David 
i Riesman and others, who call for "unilateral initiative" towards disarmament. 
;I See the Committee of Correspondence, A Statement, Bear Mountain, New York, 
" March, 1960. 
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CH.API'ER IV 
THE RESEARCH MmHOD 
i 
! The Sample 
A questionnaire was mailed to 250 members of the Eastern Y~ssachusetts 
Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers, randomly selected ac-
cording to every fifth name in the alphabetical membership file. Student mem-
bers, however, were excluded since the study was concerned with those who were 
already professional social workers. The questionnaire was mailed with a 
stamped addressed return envelope and a covering letter explaining the purpose 
of the stuty. On the basis of the returns in previous surveys conducted with 
this sample, a return of between 20 per cent and 50 per cent was anticipated. 
However, there was a return of 138 questionnaires, or 55 per cent. Twelve of 
these, ufifortunately, came too late for inclusion in the study; six others 
were excluded for technical reasons, so that the final sample was 120. 
Perhaps the most significant limitation in the use of this sample is that 
the social workers come from a limited, largely urban geographical area. One 
might wonder, first of all, how the views of social workers in smaller tovt.ns 
farther away from a metropolitan center might compare with the views of the 
selected group; presumably the former would tend to be more conservative. 
Secondly, New England social workers are reputed to be more clinically oriented 
and less interested in social action than are social workers in some other 
parts of the country. This may cause the answers to the questionnaire to be 
,! unrepresentative of the field as a whole. 
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Also, the sample is limited to NASW members, whose vievfs may not be iden-
tical with those of non-members. 
The ~uestionnaire 
The questimmaire1 covered the following areas: opinions on social ac--
tion, opinions on issues of world peace, opinions on recent action in social 
work on issues of world peace, participation in social action, and personal 
data. The questionnaire did not offer any definition of social action, ,~J-
though in some sections the term "social action" was used. This was because 
one of the purposes of the questionnaire was to determine the respondents' def-
ini tion, and this, it was felt, would be evident from their answ·ers to the sec-
tion on social action in general. 
Section I of the questionnaire concerned the respondents' views on social 
,, 
! 
action in general. In this section, the phrase "the social 1vorker11 or "the 
individual worker" was intended by the researcher to mean the t-rorker as a pri-
vate citizen as well as in his professional role. Certainly, however, this 
study is not concerned with the social worker as completely a private citizen 
--e.g., in his family, or among his friends. It is,concerned with the indiv-
idual worker in actions to which his professional commitment is relevant, ana 
indeea much of the stu~ examines the extent of this commitment as the workers 
envision it and practice it. 
i The issues, agents, and methods enumerated in the first three questions 
were selected largely from among those whioh have been prominent in social 
work at some time in its history, or which have been suggested in the litera-
lsee Appendix E. 
ture. It was recognized that the items could not be considerea within the 
same category of appropriateness under all circumstances; appropriateness 
will of course aepeni on the particular situation involved. The respondent 
was asked only to specify what are the upper limits of appropriateness--e.g., 
i is an issue, agent, or method~ appropriate? The aefinitions of the three 
i 
categories of appropriateness are therefore as follows: 
1.) "highly.appropriate": most frequently acceptable; least limited by 
the particular circumstances involved. 
2.) "limitedly appropriate": sometimes acceptable; limited by issues 
or circumstances. 
3.) "inappropriate": never acceptable, under any circumstances or on 
any issue. 
A special note must be made of the "civil disobedience" mentioned in 
question 4 on controversial social action. Civil disobedience is a method of 
direct action named by Henry David Thoreau, developed by Gandhi, and in most 
conspicuous use today among some elements of the peace movement. It cannot be 
classified vn th simple lawbreaking, since its purpose is not to break laws sec-
retly for personal gain, but to demonstrate protest. Its ultimate aim is to 
change law, but through direct confrontation rather than through legislative 
lobbying. 
Section II asked for the respondents' opinions on the following issues 
·I relating to world peace: civil defense, nuclear testing, disarmament, the use 
i 
l 
i 
'I 
of weapons of mass destruction, and positive measures'to enhance peace. 
~uestion 11 in this section, concerning a U.S. disarmament policy, attemp-
39 
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ted to present three policies which are often proposed: multilateral disarma-
1 ment, unilateral initiative, and unilateral nuclear disarmament. Unilateral 
,! 
initiative, perhaps the least familiar of these policies, is a concept devel-
oped and advocated by David Riesman and other prominent intellectuals. 1 It 
refers to the taking of a few steps towards disarmament without waiting for a 
ne~otiated agreement--steps which would involve some risk, but which would sig-
nificantly demonstrate a willingness to disarm. Among the suggested steps 
are refusal to undertake a program of civil defense, and cessation of research 
for chemical and biological warfare. It is not known whether the respondents 
are familiar with the concept of unilateral initiative, but it was hoped that 
the phrasing in the question would sufficiently explain this idea to them. 
The next section of the questionnaire (misnumbered as IV instead of III) 
asked for the respondents' opinions on, first, the two statements on disarma-
ment presented before the 1960 NASW Delegate Assembly, and secona, on the 
appropriateness of the formation of the Social Workers' Committee for a Sane 
Nuclear Policy. The former question included items derived from the State-
ment on Disarmament prepared by the NASW Committee on Public Social Policy, 
and the resolution put forward by the San Diego Chapter, but the items were 
not identified or separated. This was done with the thought that the respon-
dents should be able to comment on the items without prejudice, since the 
Statement on Disarmament was accepted by the Assembly and the San Diego Reso-
lution was tabled. The investigator was interested in determining if there 
1The Committee of Correspondence, A Statement, Bear Mountain, New 
York, March, 1960, pp. 2-3. 
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would be more support for the more radical San Diego proposals when social 
workers considered items in the ResolutiQ• separately and out of the context 
of the Assembly. However, there was some obscurity in the information given 
in the question. The actual facts are that the Statement on Disarmament had 
been adopted by the NASW Board of Directors, was recommended for adoption and 
inclusion in the NASW Goals of Public Social Policy, and was presented to the 
Assembly for consideration. The San Diego Resolution, on the other hand, was 
presented from the floor as an alternative to the Statement. Perhaps this 
should have been explained more fully in the question. 
Section V concerned the respondents' participation in social action on 
issues of world peace and on other social issues. This section is perhaps 
weak in that neither "social action" nor "peace issues" are defined in the 
question, and since the question is almost completely structured, the respon-
uents' understanding of these terms cannot be determined by descriptive infor-
j mation about their activities. Section VII concerned the respondents' back-
grounds--e.g., their age, sex, training, experience, and present work. 
The questionnaire in general is highly structured, and perhaps this is 
one of its limitations. There were no doubt many items on which the respon-
dents would have wished to elaborate their answers. On the other hand, it was 
hoped that the structured format would enable the respondents to answer rather 
quickly on the many areas in which information was desired. 
l ~ 
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CHAPI'ER V 
~~CfERISTICS OF' THE POPULATION 
Since twenty respondents failed to fill out the last page of the ques-
tionnaire, which concerned personal data, information abom; the backgrounds of 
the respondents is incomplete. However, the first five questions regarding 
background were answered by most of the respondents, and so some si[~ificant 
charactex·istics of the population can still be presented. 
Table 1 summarizes the age distribution of the respondents. 
Age 
Under 30 
30-39 
40-49 
Over 49 
'l'ABLE 1 
AG}!; OJ!' THE IlliSPONDENTS 
Number 
24 
37 
30 
29 
Total 120 
Per Cent 
of Total 
20 
31 
25 
24 
100 
Although the greatest number of respondents are in the 30-39 age group, 
there is a fairly equal distribution among the four age groups, and there is 
an almost equal division in numbers between the two younger age groups ( a to-
tal of sixty-one respondents) and the two older groups (a total of fifty-nine 
respondent~. 
The distribution of sex within the population is presented in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
SEX OF THE RESPO.NDENTS 
Sex Number 
Hale 35 
Pemale 84 
No ans\ver 1 
Total 120 
Per Cent 
of Total 
29 
70 
J. 
100 
Nost of the respondents are female, and this is no surprise in viei'i of the 
predominance of women in social work. However, males are substru1tially repre-
; sen ted in the sample. 
Table 3 presents the distribution among three periods in which the respon-
dents entered the profession of social work. The periods listed below were cho-
sen to correspond roughly to the pre-Depression, Depression, and post-Depres-
sion periods. 
TABLE 3 
'PERIOD OF' RESPONDENTS' EN'l'RY mTO THE l''lliLD Oli' SOCIAL WORK 
Period of Entry Number 
into the Fielt 
Before 1930 l.4 
1930-1945 37 
1946-1960 69 
Total 120 
Per Cent 
of Total 
12 
31 
21. 
100 
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Over half the respondents entered social work in the 1946-1960 period. 
This indicates more strongly than do the figures on age distribution that the 
population tends to be a "young" one--in experience if not definitively in 
actual age. 
Table 4 presents the professional specialties of the respondents, based 
primarily on their training in school. Groupwork and community organization 
are classified together because in describing their present \·mrk, respondents 
often indicated that they worked in both areas. 
TABLE 4 
PROFESSIOliAL SP~IALIZATION 0]' THE R1'SPOiJD:E.t~S 
Area of Specialization 
Casework 
Groupvrork and commu-
nity organization 
Other 
Total 
Number 
97 
22 
_1. 
120 
Per Cent 
of Total 
81 
18 
1 
100 
Caseworkers predominate heavily among the respondents, and this reflects 
the g,Teater number of case1wrkers in social work in general. 
The other answers given by the respondents concerning their experience and 
present work are felt to.be too general to warrant presentation. However, it 
may be noted that out of the 100 respondents who answered the question regard-
ing social action in their professional work, twenty-three said that they did 
'I eng~e in "social action" as a part of their work. The descriptions given, 
J 
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however, were either too unspecific or else indicated a tendency to identify 
community organization with social action. More detailed information regard-
ing the nature of the respondents' activities is necessary to separate out the 
social action aspects of these activities. Hovmver, the confusion of these 
t1'TO methous is interesting in itself as a rough index of vThat the respondents 
actually think of as social action. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Opinions on Social Action 
This section will deal with data gathered concerning the respondents' 
opinions on social action in general (Section I of the questionnaire, questions ! 
l through 5) • 
The most consistent difficulty which the respondents appeared to have in 
giving their opinions was whether to consiier the "social worker" or the incl.i-
vidual worker" specified in the questions as a private citizen or as a repre-
sentative of the profession. However, it was generally assumet by the respon-
dents who raised this question but then went on to answer, that the role of the 
worker as a "private citizen" was includ.ei, and this was the intention of the 
researcher, as has been previously notet. 
Table 5 presents the answers to question 1, .regarding the appropriateness 
of several social and political issues for social action by social workers 
(question 1). "lilental illness'' ranks the highest in appropriateness, with 
"civil liberties," "racial integration," and "social insurance" following 
closely behint. These, as has been notet before, are amo~ the issues which 
have e~aged social work the most in recent years. "Ch~es in the electoral 
college system" ranks lowest in appropriateness. It is surprising, however, 
that so many respontents--a total of one-thirt--found it of some appropriate-
ness, since this issue is almost a purely political one, is only indirectly 
relatet to social welfare, and has receivet little or no attention in social 
work tho~t. 
ii 
., 
~ i The two issues which are. most relevant to this stuty, "aisarmament" anci. 
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"efforts at international political organization," were accepted by a majority 
as appropriate, but were each seen by the greatest number of respondents as 
"linli tedly" rather than as "highly" appropriate. The distribution of the res-
ponses on these issues in fact is comparable to that on the issue of "labor 
unionization." 'Yet, problems of peace and disarmament have received a fair 
amount of attention in social work in recent years, whereas unionization has 
not. It is especially surprising that "international political organization" 
was not more generally accepted, since the relevance of this issue to social 
work interest has been repeatedly affirmed. 
TABLE 5 
OPINIONS REGARDING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF ISSUES 
FOR SOCIAL ACTION BY SOCIAL WORKERS 
Issues 
Civil liberties 
fwlen tal illness 
Disarmament 
Labor unionization 
Racial integration 
Changes in the elec-
toral college 
Social insurance 
International pol-
itical organization 
Highly 
Approp-
riate 
Limitetlly 
Approp-
riate 
No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent 
92 77 23 19 
117 <:)8 2 2 
28 23 55 46 
19 16 66 55 
99 83 15 13 
8 7 32 27 
92 77 25 21 
31 26 68 57 
Inapprop-
riate 
No. 
2 
0 
32 
32 
1 
76 
1 
17 
Per 
Cent 
2 
0 
27 
27 
1 
63 
1 
14 
No 
.Answer* 
No. 
3 
1 
5 
3 
5 
4 
2 
4 
Per 
Cent 
3 
1 
4 
3 
4 
3 
1 
3 
:I *Includes several respondents whose answers were indecisive, i.e., who statet 
:; that all or most of the issues are highly appropriate for action by social wor-
' kers "as private citizens" but less so in a professional capacity. 
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Table 6 presents the answers to question 2, regarding the appropriateness 
of possible agents of social action in social work. 
TABLE 6 
OPINIONS REGARDING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF AGENTS 
OF SOCIAL ACTION WITHIN SOCIAL WORK 
Agents 
Agencies 
Professional 
organizations 
Specialized organiz-
ation 
Individual through 
profession 
Intividual as pri-
vate citizen 
Highly 
Approp-
riate 
No. Per 
Cent 
52 43 
106 88 
82 68 
66 55 
84 70 
I 
l 
l 
I 
~ 
• l 
i 
' 
Limitedly 
Approp-
riate 
No. 
49 
11 
22 
44 
27 
Per 
Cent 
41 
9 
18 
37 
26 
Inapprop-
riate 
No. 
10 
1 
13 
8 
7 
Per 
Cent 
8 
1 
11 
7 
6 
Professional social work organizations wsre regarded as the 
No 
Answer 
No. Per 
Cent 
9 8 
2 2 
l 
I 3 3 
l 
'I 2 2 l 
I 2 2 
' 
most approp-
riate agents of social action, and ~encies as the least appropriate. The 
individual social worker was accepted by a majority as a highly appropriate 
agent, but sizeable numbers of respondents found the individual only ttlimi tedly 
appropriate,tt ant this was true whether within or outside the profession, 
It had been expecte• that most social workers would fina no objection to 
social action by the individual social worker as a private citizen, but it can 
be noteli that thirty-four respondents saw the "individual worker as a private 
48 
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citizen" as 11 limi teeny appropriate" or as "inappropriate. 11 One explanation 
might be that these respondents noted the question spoke of agents "within the 
social work profession," and felt that private individual action was not par-
ticularly relevant to the profession or to professional commitment; this point 
of view has already been discussed at length. Another possible explanation, 
however, may be that they felt that, rather than acting outside the profession, !1 
' ~ 
the individual worker who wished to undertake social action might better re-
direct himself to professional channels. One might therefore hypothesize that 
these thirty-four respondents 10'LilA tend to see as more appropriate "the indivi-
dual worker through professional channels or representing the profession." Ex- :i 
\j 
amination disclosed, however, that of these thirty-four, fifteen saw "the in-
dividual worker through professional channels" as "highly appropriate"; seven-.·· 
teen responded "limitedly appropriate"; and one responded "inappropriate." 
There was still a strong tendency towards limited appropriateness, m1d so it 
appears that these respondents place the limitation not on the outlet for the 
individual activity, but on the individual role as such. 
Table 7 presents the answers to question 3,, regarding the appropriateness 
of various methods of social action for use by social \Wrkers. 
11 Statements by professional social 1:1ork organizations11 and "lobbying" were 
reL:;arded as the nwst appropriate nethods of social action. The tendency to de-
value the role of the individual worker, noted in Table 6, is further indicated 
in the rather lov1 value placed on "actions by individual workers such as cir-
culating petitions, vTri ting to the press, etc." The respondents preferred 
that the individual rather than official social >vork groups undertake the r:wre ,1 
·; 
aggressive, more controversial forms of social action--participation in parti-
49 
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san politics, and direct ~ction--but even so, their support for such action by 
individuals was not enthusiastic. A total of 52 per cent of the respondents 
saw individual participation in partisan politics as "limitedly appropriate" or 
as "inappropriate," and a total of 71 per: cent of the respondents similarly re-
garde€1. direct action as of limited or no appropriateness. This suggests that 
the respondents feel that there must be limits even on actions by the indivi-
dual rrorker in a private capacity, and that in this sense the social worker 
does not truly act as a "private citizen. 11 
TABLE 7 
OPTI~IONS REGARDING 111E APP.ROPRIA~~ESS OF ~£YtiODS 
OF SOCIAL ACTION BY SOCIAL WORKERS 
~ ' 
·1 
! 
f, 
'! 
----------------~-------------------------------------------------~ 
Highly Limitedly 
Approp- Approp- Inapprop- No 
riate riate riate Answer 
Nethods 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent 
~' 
-----------------.,-------;!-'------.-------- ~i 
Lobbying 90 75 23 19 7 6 0 0 
Statements by profes-
sional organizations 109 91 11 9 0 0 0 0 
Action by indiviaual 
workers 50 42 54 45 11 9 5 4 
Partisan politics, in-
divilil.ual worker 53 44 40 33 23 19 4 3 
Partisan politics, groups lO 8 33 28 66 55 11 9 
Direct action, individual 
vrorker 32 27 38 32 47* 39 3 3 
Direct action, uoups 19 16 38 32 57 48 6 5 
c.o.' individuals 72 60 34 28 7 6 7 6 
c.o., groups 95 79 20 17 3 3 2 2 
*Includes two with ada eli comment: "unless as private citizens. II 
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This matter was examined further in question 4, which concernei approp-
riate agency action in two cases of controversial social action by an indivi-
dual worker. Because of the great number of unclassified answers given, it 
was decided to classify the responses into the following categories: 
1.) agency non-interference: actions which allow the worker to act as 
a private citizen without ~ncy control of any kina. This incluaes such an-
swers as that the agency shoula "te nothing," "support worker's right to e~ace ~.· 
in this activity," "make a public statement regarQ.i:ng agency's position," or 
''make a public statement that worker is acting in a private capacity." 
2.) ag-ency control: this inclu8.es "try to restrict worker's activity," 
"fire worker," "tiscuss with worker to point out possible ill effects," or any 
attempt to re-direct worker into different channels of expression. 
3.) contitional agency action: actions which 8.epeni on the effect of 
the worker's actions upon the agency's standing in the community, or upon the 
agency's values. This includes such answers as "explore further the possible 
effects of the action," or "support unless detrimental to the agency." This 
category implies control to some extent, in that the agency is regarded as 
sufficiently involved as to explore the ramifications of the worker's actions. 
However, these answers leave open the possibility of agency non-interference 
if the agency decides that the worker's actions will not be detrimental to it. 
Table 8 summarizes the answers to question 4, regarding agency action in 
"i 
two instances of controversial social action, participation in sit-ins and 
civil disobedience. 
,, 
· T~LE 8 
OPINIONS REGARDING AGENCY ACTION ON CONTROVERSIAL SOCIAL ACTION 
BY A SOCIAL WORKER 
Sit-Ins Civil Disobedience 
Agency Action 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Non-interference 96 80 65 54 
Control 14 12 45 38 
Conditional action 8 7 5 4 
No answer 
__.£ 
..1. ..2 _! 
Total 120 100 120 100 
While in both the cases a majority of the respondents supported a policy 
of agency non-interference, the size of the majority decreased sharply in the 
case of civil disobedience. Since sit-ins are a more common and acceptable 
form of direct action than is civil disobedience, the trend of opinion ay~ears 
to be that the more controversial the action, the €,Teater the restrictions 
which should be imposed. Thus the principle of agency non-interference is not 
regarded as absolute, but as depending on the action under question. 
Some respondents, in addition to giving their answers as above, also gave 
their opinions about the actions themselves. One respondent's criticism of 
both the actions was that "social workers should encourage direct action, but 
should not participate." Civil disobedience in particular came under fire. 
One type of criticism w&s that the worker's action indicated emotional or men-
1 tal disturbance, and that he should be "referred for help." A more frequent 
52 
comment, however, was that social workers should work "to ch~ the law" 
rather than resorting to such extreme action. In general it is felt that the 
concept of civil disobedience was not generally understood, and was simply 
identified with common law-breaki~. 
Table 9 presents the answers to question 5, regarding the extent of so-
cial change which should be the aim of social action. 
TABLE 9 
OPINIONS ON THE AIM Oli' SOCIAL ACTION BY SOCIAL '1'/0HKERS 
Kint of Change 
Limitet change 
Fundamental change 
No answer 
Total 
Number 
54 
53 
.ll 
120 
Per Cent 
45 
44 
11 
100 
The respondents are almosii equally dividet between "limited change" ant 
"fundamental cha.nge.'' It is feltt however, that the answers to this rather 
general question can only be very rough indices to where the respondents' at-
titudes lie on questions of social c~e. 
Opinions on Issues of Worlt Peace 
The following four tables present the data gatheret in Section II of the 
questionnaire. 
lJ 
Table 10 presents the answers to q1estion 1 through 8, which concerned the 
respondents' views on some current issues of worlt peace. 
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TABLE 10 
OPINIONS ON CURRENT ISSUES OF WORLD PEACE 
tl 
" ll 
-------------------------------------------------------------------1: il 
---------------------------------------------------------------U-n_d_e_c_i_t_e_i-:
1
1 
For Against 
Issues 
or No. Ans1i 
'! i· 
No. Per 
Cent 
No. Per 
Cent 
No. Per ii 
Cent,! 
i 
Increased technical assistance 107 89 4 3 9 8 
Study of economic conversion 79 66 24 20 17 14 
Unconditional commitment to World Court 51 43 30 25 39 32 
Establishment of a "peace agency" 48 40 41 34 31 26 
Compulsory Civil Defense drills 46 38 52 43 22 18 
I~ssachusetts fallout shelters 31 26 55 46 34 24 
First use of bacterial, etc., weapons 10 8 77 64 33 28 
Discontinuation of test ban talks 8 7 94 78 18 15 
The strongest responses, and the least uncertainty or failure to answer, 
'I 
occurred on three items: a substantial majority of the respondents were for 
increaseS. technical assistance to underdeveloped countries, for study of con- , 
version of the economy fro~ defense to peacetime production, and against dis-
continuation of nuclear test ban talks. A majority of the respondents were 
also against the first use by the U.S. of weapons of mass destruction, but 
greater uncertainty about this issue is indicated by the fact that 28 per cent 
failed to answer this question. 
A substantial proportion of the respondents, although less than half, were ; 
against Na.ssachusetts fallout shelters and compulsory Civil Defense drills, 
H 
and similarly, were for commitment to the World Court ancl the establishment of i 
I 
a "peace agency. 11 However, there was also substantial undecidedness or failure ii 
'I 
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to answer on these four items. 
Table 11 presents the answers to question 9, concerning the conditions 
under which the U.S. should resume nuclear testing. The category "under con- i! 
ditions of threat" inclmies the items "if the communist nations fio" and "if 
test ban negotiations fail" as presentefl in the question. 
TABLE 11 
OPINIONS ON THE RESUJ.IPTION OF 1JUCLEAR TESTING 
Conflitions for the 
Resumption of Tests 
Unfler ¢ontitions of threat 
Under no circumstances 
Immetiately 
No answer 
Total 
Number 
73 
30 
12 
_2. 
120 
Per Cent 
61 
25 
10 
...! 
100 
The highest proportion of the respondents supportet resumption of testing 
under conditions of threat. However, more respondents opposed testing than 
supported immediate resumption, and the treni of opinion appears to be in the 
direction of avoiiing testing if possible. 
Table 12 summarizes the answers to question 10, regarding the conditions 
under which the respondents would support the use of a hydrogen bomb. It can 
be seen that while few of the respondents favored the first use of a hydrogen 
·q 
", 
! bomb, a slight majority of them (a total of 52 per cent) indicated they would 1 ·~ ! 
;' d 
support the use of the bomb (or presumably of other weapons of mass destructim)!l 
:I 
at some time. Although almost as many respondents (45 per cent) opposed the l! 
I 
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If 
use of the bomb under any circumstances, it is surprising; that there were not 
more who did, and that the weight of the opinion was in fact slightly to the 
other side. 
TABLE 12 
OPDHONS ON Till, USE OF A HYDROGEI'J" BO!'IB 
Conditions of Use Number Per Cent 
Counterattack 53 44 
First use 9 8 
Under no circumstances 54 45 
No answer 
__4_ _2 
Total 120 100 
Table 13 presents the responses to question 11, regarding the type of 
disarmament policy the U.S. should adopt. 
TABLE 13 
OPTIUONS Of! A DISARNAHENT POLICY FOR THE U.S. 
Disarmament Policy 
Disarmament under inter-
national a~eement 
Unilateral initia~e 
Nuclear disarmament 
No answer 
Total 
Number 
58 
53 
7 
_.1. 
120 
Per Cent 
48 
44 
6 
_.1. 
100 
·-·· ... ;o:# .. _:::,-,,.-~:-==="'""'""'=-----,-· ... 
' 
' I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
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There was strongest support for a policy of disarmament under an inter-
national disarmament agreement; however. support for unilateral initiative 
ran a close second. There was little support. on the other hand. for unilat-
eral nuclear disarmament. 
These last three questions may have been too highly structured to get a 
fair picture of the respondents' views on these matters. The number of choices' 
given was lir:1i ted, and there may have been other possibilities which th,e res-
pondents would have preferred to those listed. Furthermore. the respondents 
were asked to choose only one of the possibil,i ties in each question, and sev-
eral respondents indicated at points that they supported more than one possi-
bili ty. In this case, the choice which indicated the maximum commitment to 
nuclear armaments ~as used. 
Social Action on Issues of World Peace 
The remainder of this chapter will treat Sections IV and V of the ques-
tionnaire, concerning social action on issues of world peace. 
Table 14 presents the respondents' views on the b·o statements on vTOrld 
peace brought before the 1960 Delegate Assembly of the NASW. There was very 
strong support for all of the items derived from the Statement on Disarmament, 
and tl1is is to be expected since this was the statement adopted by the Delegate 
Assembly. However. over half the respondents also supported four out of the 
five i terns from the more rac.ical San Diego Chapter Resolution. This is sur-
yrising in viev,r of the slight attention which this Resolution received at the 
Assembly. 
lj It is noteworthy that there \'las once again sizeable support for "U.S. 
i: ;; 
initiative" towrrrds disarmament, as suggested in Taple 13. Adm.i ttedly the 
phras~ is very general on this point in the Resolution, ana may be taken to 
mean not more than what the U.S. has already attemptea. 
TABLE 14 
OPINIONS ON STATEMENTS ON WORLD PEACE PRESENTED 
BEFORE THE 1960 N.ASW DELEGATE ASSEr.ffiLY 
Respondents Who Support 
Statements 
San Diego Chapter Resolution: 
Massive international exchange 
u.s. disarmament initiative 
Support for principle of world. government 
Education for world. citizenship 
U.S. Department of Peace 
Statement on Disarmament: 
Cooperation for world health and welfare 
Continue« ciisa.rmament negotiations 
Controlled disarmament 
U.N. disarmament inspection 
U.N. police force 
-Number 
100 
79 
76 
68 
58 
115 
96 
92 
89 
83 
Per Cent 
83 
66 
63 
57 
48 
96 
80 
77 
74 
69 
Table 15 presents the respondents' views on the formation of the Social 
Workers' Committee for 3. Sane- Nuclear Policy as an instance of social action by· 
social workers. It can be seen tl1at while a majority of those who answered 
found the formation of the Committee appropriate, a large number of respon-
dents--a total of thirty-seven or 31 per cent--thought the Committee partially 
or totally inappropriate. The large number of subjects who did not ans,ver may '' 
be due to the difficulty of the question, or perhaps to an umdllingness to ;! 
~ ~ 
give an opinion on the basis of rather limited. information about the Committee. 'I 
:I o=-,-co~_..,.,,._..,-,_-,-=c<-=:=:.·•·-o-·.,,· ~----=~'"='":-.:·-.:=~------=--:-..:ce ---·==~'~----=, - _ ---. 
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TABLE 15 
OPINIONS ON THE FOID1ATIOU OF THE SOCIAL rlO:aKERS 1 
CO.t-'JNITTEE FOR A S.Al\J-"E NUCLEAR POLICY 
Opinions Number 
Appropriate 51 
Inappropriate: 37 
Should not have identified themselves 
as social \vorkers 14 
Should have joined SANE as individuals 13 
Should have worked instead through 
professional channels 4 
Other 6 
Ineffective 3 
No answer ~ 
Total 120 
Per Cent 
42 
31 
12 
ll 
3 
5 
3 
.?± 
100 
A variety of reasons were given for the respondents' positions. In the 
'~lppropriate" category, several respondents commented that the Committee \vas 
appropriate if the social workers made it clear that they did not represent 
the profession, or because they appeared to have done so. Some respondents 
sa\v such action as distinctly preferable to activity through professional chan-
·' 
nels. One reason, given by several, was that this kind of action was more dir- ·· 
ect and circumvented organizational "red tape." As one respondent said, "So-
cial'work organizations are so highly bureaucratized and fearful of action 
that it seems to me only through such informal action can voices make them-
selves heard. on anything at all controversial." A related view was that of 
!: the social worker who felt that "the profession should encourage social action 
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kind of action preferable to a resolution on world peace passed by only a 
sli~ht majority in an NASW Delegate Assembly. 
Some respondents commented on the appropriateness of the professional l! 
basis of the Committee. One mentionea the "ac.iaet value of similar work ex-
perience which qualifies ~the Committee memler~7 as having more of a basis for 
their opinions." Others wrote of the relevance of social work values, or the 
"professional commitment for the continual betterment of mankint" to the pur-
pose of the Committee. 
As for those who saw the Committee as inappropriate in some way, their 
chief concern was whether the public wouli tend to iientify the Committee with 
the profession as a whole. Many of the respondents expressed sympathy with 
the aims of the Committee, but hesitatei over the nomenclature. Some of these 
felt that social workers might work for SANE in some non-professional capacity,·: 
but shouli also work through professional channels. Another reason given for 
finding the Committee inappropriate was that social workers should not take 
stands on issues outside of their professional competence. 
Three respondents found the Committee "ineffective" without sayi~ defin-
itively whether they found the Committee inappropriate or not. They gave the 
followi~ reasons for this opinion: this type of action "appeals to the emo-
tions"; it may create a split within the profession; and finally, "one can't 
be sure such groups aren 1 t communistic." 
Table 16 presents the responses to Section V of the questionnaire, re-
•' 
gardi~ the social action in which the respondents have participateli. It can be:' 
seen that in only three types of action have half or more of the respondents j :! 
I! il participated.: service on committees, efforts to influence the social policies ~i 
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of agencies or professional organizations, and efforts to influence profes-
sional opinion--actions all within the profession, and on issues other tr1an 
world. peace. As anticipated, direct action (sit-ins, picketing, etc.) was the .·• 
least popular type of activity. Outside the profession, the most common form 
of activity was the si{~ing of petitions or other public statements. Further-
more, social action on other social issues in general far exceeds action on 
issues of world peace--except in the one action of signing petitions or pub-
lie statements on peace, in vhtich one-third of the respondents he:we partici-
pate d. 
TABLE 16 
SOCIAL ACTION D .. iiliiCH 'l'Illi P..ESPOIIDENTS HAVE P.AH.TICI.PATLD 
On Issues of World Peace On Other Social Issues 
Actions 
Number 
Within the profession: 
Serving on committees 9 
Changing social policies of 
agency or professional 
organization 5 
Lobbying 0 
Influencing professional 
opinion 17 
Influencing public opinion 3 
Outside the profession: 
Signing of petitions 40 
Letter-writing to press 8 
Contact with officials 14 
Direct action 3 
Public education 6 
Other 1 
Per Cent Number Per Cent 
8 64 53 
4 60 50 
0 21 18 
14 62 52 
3 47 39 
33 58 48 
7 24 20 
12 49 41 
3 6 5 
5 24 20 
1 6 5 
~ ~--=-:::=.-:-=.~~~ "_ -~·--·-:--~':':c~·--:-:_;;::-.J;;:-:~:;::.;.::::: .• ~"~ .. ~_,_.-
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It should be taken into account that the above information does not in-
dicate the stand which the respondents took in their social action. For in-
stance, the actions on "issues of worlt peace" may have included action in 
support of increased defense spenting, with the belief that this woult contri-. 
bute to worlt peace. Furthermore, the rather general wording of some of the 
items on the questionnaire-e.g., the very phrase "issues of world peace"- :i 
raises some doubt about what the respondents had in mind in answering in the 
affirmative. However, the answers can still be accepted as a rough index of 
the extent of the respondents' social action. 
Real d.oubts regarding the respondents' understanding of "social action11 
as understood by the investigator are raised by the organizations they listet 
in answer to the question concerning their affiliations with groups which 
:i 
" 
undertake social action. q The respondents listed a cong.loma'ation of religious, :1 ~ J 
~ j 
educational, professional, political, and recreational organizations in atdi-
tion to specialize« social action groups. Perhaps, on the other hand, this is 
clue to the phrasing of the question, which speaks of groups which merely 
"undertake" social action, rather than groups which specialize in social ac-
tion. The organizations to which five or more respondents have belonget were 
the following: NAACP, American Civil Liberties Union, Lea~ue of Women Voters, 
Americans for Democratic Action, and the Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy. 
However, no more than seven respondents have belonged to any one of these. 
n i! 
I! 
total number of respondents who have belonged to peace organizations, including ' 
the S.AJ.""lli members above, \vas ten. 
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CHAPI'ER VII 
SUNJ:'l.liliY .Ai"'l"D CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to examine the opinions and actions of pro-
fessional social workers on issues of world peace in the light of their views 
on social action in general. A questionnaire was sent to 250 social workers, 
randomly selectei from the membership role of the Eastern Massachusetts Chap-
ter of the National Association of Social Workers; the final sample was 120 
workers. The questionnaire covered the following areas: opinions on social 
action, opinions on issues of world peace, opinions on recent action in social 
work on issues of world peace, participation in social action, and personal 
data. 
The preliminary research question was: Do the social workers take a 
broaa or a narrow view of social action? The questions of particular pertin-
ence to the subject of the study were: 1.) Do the social workers accept the 
relevance to social action of peace issues? 2.) Do the social workers accept 
the relevance to social action of action by individuals? 3.) Do the social 
workers hold views on world peace which are sufficiently divergent from current'! 
government policies to warrant social action? 4.) What action have the social 
workers taken on issues of world peace as well as on other social issues? 
5.) How io the social workers evaluate other action taken in the profession on 
issues of world peace? 
There is some indication, first of all, that the respondents do not clear-
ly distinguish between social action and community or~anization. Furthermore, 
although there is no standard definition of social action to use as a criter-
ion, there were certain inconsistencies between the respondents' views on soci~i 
action ana current social policy ana practice in the profession which suggest 
some v~~eness in the respondents' thinking about social action. 
The findings Tevealei that the respondents tended to take a rather narrow 
view of social action in all respects--in terms of the issues, the agents, and 
the methods of action as well that are appropriate. The respondents strongly 
preferred social action through the professional organization and relatively 
organizei, uncontroversial forms of action--such as public statements or lobby-
ing. The role of the individual worker in social action was accepted in prin-
ciple, but the acceptance became more cautious when specific or controversial 
actions were suggested. There was a tendency to qualify or limit the indivi-
dual's freedom of action as a private citizen, perhaps beyond the minimal res- I! 
trictions suggested by the NASW Coie of Ethics. However, the respondents pre-
ferred that the individual rather than the professional organization undertake 
the more controversial or at;gressive forms of social action. 
There was a 1'lidespread but qualified &cceptance of the apr:.ropriateness to 
social action of two important peace issues, disarn1runent and international pol-
itical organization; the greatest number of respondents thouGht these issues 
only "limitedly alJl)ro:priate," relegating theo to secon<'- place amonc; issues per-
tinent to social work interest. 
In relation to the main subject of this study, then, the respondents' 
viev1s on social action allm-r for limited action, both by individuals anc: by 
professional organizations, on issues of world peace. 
As for the social workers' views on current peace issues, the trend of 
opinion followed NASW stands. There \'laS sizeable sup1)ort for positive measures 
to enhance peace and prevent war, such as study of economic conversion from 
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defense to peacetime production and increased technical assistance to uncler-
developed countries. There was op1")0si tion to the more extreme military poli-
cies, such as irrm1ediate resumption of nucleer testinG and first use of weapons 
of mass destruction. There \vas, bo1,Tever, a stron;:; tendency among the res_pon-
dents to supJJOrt arlll£-illlent policies, 1wHever reluctantly, under conch tions of 
threat. Thus the over-all sentiment Hc:ls a mildly liberal one: to support 
positive steps towards peace, to seek to avoid a military posture, but to ac-
cept preparation for nuclear war when conditions seem to warrant it. 
There were two issues on which the social workers notably dissented from 
current government policy: civil defense and the approach towards disarmament. 
Although less than a majority, the largest single group of respondents opposed 
the two civil defense measuresmentioned in the questionnaire--the de~opment of 
fallout shelters by the state, and compulsory oivil defense drills. This is 
extremely interesting in view of current efforts to secure greater participa-
tion by social workers in civil defense preparations. There has been official 
cooperation between social workers and civil defense authorities since 1951, 
which has been sanctioned by the NASW, and probably few social workers would 
fail to cooperate in the actual event of a civil emergency; however, the fact 
that this support lessened on two important issues of civil defense preparation; 
is significant. Perhaps the social workers share the doubts that others have 
expressed about civil defense--that it is psychologically harmful, socially 
disruptive, and militarily useless. If such doubts do exist, then there would 
seem to be room in social work for a more forceful confrontation of the issues 
of civil defense, and a more thoughtful evaluation of social vrork' s role in it. ,. 
i: 
On the issue of a U.S. disarmament policy, it was expected that the strong~! 
~- ,.,_~----ell-··~ . ._ ·----···-- ..... 
:. 
!1 
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est support woult be for the multilateral disarmament agreement. .However, 
there was comparably strong support for the unilateral initiative. It may be 
questioned whether the respondents fully grasped the implications of a policy 
of unilateral initiative, or indeeci whether the phrasing on the questionnaire 
conveyea this idea to them. On the other hand, the significant support in two 
questions for this policy, above ant beyona the more conservative policy of 
negotiat~ for a multilateral disarmament agreement, suggests at least that 
there is room for further clarification of the concept of unilateral iniative 
among social workers, with some expectation that they may favor such a policy 
more than present NASW social policy statements would seem to indicate. 
The respondents' views on current peace issues, then, were not a radical 
departure from government policies, yet still were sufficiently different on 
some issues to warrant social action. However, the respondents' reported ac-
tion on peace issues had been limitet. Action on.peace was considerably less 
than on other social issues, and the only activity either within or outside the 
profession in which a significant number of workers had participated was the 
rather passive signing of petitions or other public statements. A very few 
had belonged to peace organizations, the most common being SANE. 
The data suggests at least three sturubling blocks 1fhich might stand in the 
way of participation in action for peace. One is the complex of questions 
around the role, responsibility, and freedom of the individual worker in social 
action. Is it better to act individually or through the professional group? 
When the individual .acts, to v<hat extent must he rlissociate himself from the 
profession? Does doing: so r;ive him conplete freed01:1 of action? These are 
questions "lv>1ich have often been raised in the profession. 
A second stumbling block may be a reluctance to have the profession iden-
tified with an outside organization or group, e.g., as in the case of the So-
cial Workers' Conwittee for a Sane Nuclear Policy. l~e assuu1ption behind this 
L1ay be that while it is &.11 right for individuals to become involved in social 
moveEtents, the profession must somehow maintain an appearance of neutrality. 
Too e;reat an emphasis on neutrality, however, can result in mere characterless-
ness. It is possible for a profession to be lcnown in many guises, to assume 
a multitude of identifications, to encompass diverse and perhaps even contra-
dietary opinions and actions, all within the limits of its general philosophy. 
Certainly at times in its history, social HOrk has not shunned identifying 
itself with certain groups in society or allying itself with certain movements 
or causes. 
A probable third area of difficulty can be related to the dichotomy of 
"advocacy" and "support" that Porter Lee defined. in relation to social action. 
The respondents recognized that problems of world peace concern them profes-
sionally, but felt in general that matters of health and welfare are more im-
mediately relevant to their professional interests and knowledge. To what ex-
tent, therefore, should social workers engage themselves in issues of world. 
peace? Should they "advocate"-take a lead. in proposing certain policies to 
promote peace--or should they "support"-cencur with stants or actions taken 
by others, but take no special responsibility themselves? 
At certain times in the history of social work, there were social workers 
ii 
who dia not hesitate to ttadvocate" prog;rams for peace. At present the trend is ! 
i' 
•I 
li 
II 
I! 
to "support." This is perhaps related to the attempts in recent years to pro-
fessionalize social work and limit the areas of its interest. However, social 
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workers may want to consider the possibility of new circumstances in the world 
which require a fuller participation and concern on their part in programs for 
peace. It is becoming increasingly urgent to move away from the arms race and 
preparation for nuclear war. Social work is directly concerned with human life ,i[ 
moral values, and the dignity of man. i: It is hard to see how the profession can !' 
L 
,, 
avoid becoming more aware of the deep relevance of the problems of peace and 
war today to its basic values, and conversely, of the relevance of its values 
to the problem of peace. 
Perhaps indeed. it is most of all the helping professions-vTi th their under-i: 
i 
standing of human problems, their interest in seeking solutions to conflict 
other than through violence, their aNareness of the consequences of violence--
which have something to say about these problems. Social vrorkers may soon have 
to consider in vrhat ways they oay use their understanding we~ their concerns 
rJore forcefully to prevent the thl'ez::..tened destruction of mankind. 
For those who w-ould v:ish ;ocial workers to take a broader vievr of social 
action and in particular to act for peace, the im:plications of the study are, 
first of all, that social 1wrkers should be stimulated to give more considera-
tion to their responsibilities on the issues of peace, and shou.ld clarify fur-
ther their understanding of social action. Furthermore, perhaps it is time to 
reverse the trend towards reliance on the professional organization to carry 
the burden of social action. This is a change, however, which cannot come from 
the organization itself, but from the individuals within it. Ultimate~ vigor-
ous social action will depend on the individual social worker's responsiveness 
to social issues. 
If the failure thus far has been one simply of imagination and inspiration, 
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it is difficult to suggest a remedy--except, perhaps, for social workers to 
become more alert to vital political and social movements as they develop. On 
the other hand, if the failure is due to the profession's tendency to inhibit 
itself unduly in its social action, perhaps a re-evaluation of the scope of 
social action would be of use. 
There might be more specific implications for the framing of social pol-
icies by such groups as the NASW. The stuay might suggest opinions on peace 
issues which should be taken into account, and areas of controversy which might 
be more fully exploret. 
The investigator hat hoped to correlate the respondents' backgrounds with 
their views &n social action and world peace. It had been anticipatet, for 
instance, that the broader view of social action would be held by groupworkers 
and community organization workers rather than caseworkers; by those who en-
tered the field during the Depression rather than those who entered later; ant 
by those who had worked in non-clinical rather than in clinical settings. Lack 
of time, however, made it difficult to make these correlations in this stuty, 
but a future study might undertake to examine them. 
Also, there would be value in studying social workers' views and reportei 
actions on another social issue--for example, racial integration. Integration 
is an issue which most of the respondents in this stuty accepted as highly 
appropriate for social action in social work. However, the respondents also 
clearly had an inhibition about direct action. How, then, would they feel about,i 
participating in the recent direct action movement for racial integration--the 
sit-ins, picketing, etc.? What is the extent of the social action they would 
be willing to undertake on racial integration? How would this compare with the 
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pattern of their responses on the less acceptable issue of world peace? 
A third possibility for further research is to repeat this study among 
social workers in another section of the country~ to check the suggestion of 
some observers that social workers in the New England area are particularly 
deficient in social action orientation and are much more clinically oriented 
than elsewhere. 
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APP.l!:NDIX A: RESOLUTIONS ON IVORLD PEACE 
OF 'l'HE 1958 NASW DELEGATE ASSEhBLY 
8. ) RESOLliTION Ori ~IORLD PEACE AND DISAH.i'J.Al•£NT 
\vHERl:,;AS, all other social goals depend for their advancement upon a 
world order in which international cooperation and peaceful methods for 
resolving differences among nations are essential; and 
m1EREAS, the achievement of world peace and disarmrunent is essential 
to the survival and advance of civilization, 
BE IT THE..."iil'ORE liliSOLYED that the National Association of Social 
Workers favor a United States foreign volicy ciesit;ned to develop in con-
cert with other nations arrangements and agreements making ]JOSsible their 
continued peaceful social , cultural, econouic, and political development, 
thereby gru.c1unlly rec.ucing s.nc eventually eliminating for all nations the 
need. for an armaments race inclu-J.ing the development of nuclear ueapons, 
and 
BE IT J;'URTlli.::>i. Rji;SOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to the 
President of the United States and to the Secretary of State. 
9.) RZSOLDTIOJIT ON TE3TIEG OJ.i' NUCLEAR !IEAPONS 
·:ii'IEREAS, all other social goals de .l_Jend for their achievement UlJCn a 
world orC:.er in 1vhich intern::Ltion;ll cooperation and peaceful methoG:.s for 
resolving d.ifferences amont,· nations have taken the place of force 3.11d war; 
and 
\'lHEF:l::AS, none of the differences separating; the governments of the , 
world are as ir::portant as the merubership of all peoples in the human family,!! 
and ~~ 
vffiEREAS, we do not believe that stockpiling of nuclear weapons serves 
as a deterrent to war but instead increases the danger of nuclear destruc-
tion; and 
¥VB~, in our JJOSsession and in the l·ossession of CDther nations are 
more than enough nuclear explosive to put an end to the life of man on 
earth; and 
WHEREAS, the testing of nuclear explosives has increased the quantity 
of radioactive strontium in the atmosphere and continued testing can but 
continue to increase the amount of radioactive strontium thus threatening 
the health of all humans; 
BE IT THEREF~RE RESOLVED, that the National Association of Social Wor-
kers call upon the covernment of the Unite« States to seek more effective 
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methods of negotiat~ outstanding differences among nations and to 
achieve a workable plan for disarmament, ani be it 
FURTHER RESOLVED, that we call on the government of the United States 
and of all other nations to end immediately the production and testing of 
nuclear weapons, and be it 
FUTHER RESOLVED, that we call on our government to help create a cli-
mate of greater understanding through support of the right of freedom of 
travel and through increased cultural exchange in all fields. 
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AP:i:'.ENDIX B: STATEr-lENT ON DIS.ARlf.iAMENT 
FOR GOALS OJt' PUBLIC SOCIAL POLICY 
Prepared by Chicago Committee to Draft Statement on Disarmament 
February 26, 1960 
In 1960, the year of the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Jane 
Addams, it is especially appropriate for the Natiunal Association of Social 
Workers formally to incorporate in its Goals of Public Social Policy the re-
cognition that these goals depend in large measure for their accomplishment on 
a world free from the threats to health, welfare and human pro~ress inherent 
in the preparation for, and possibility of, itar. Hiss Addams forthrightly and 
effectively practiced her belief that "under an enlightened industrialism, 
peace would no longer be an absence of war, but the unfolding of world->vide 
process making for the nurture of human life."l We, her professional descen-
dants, living in the age of the hydrogen bomb, have added responsibility for 
promoting in every possible itay the objectives of the peaceful world for ;-rhich 
she worked so diligently. 
In }~y, 1958, following passage of resolutions concerned with world peace, 
the cessation of nuclear testing and disarmament, the Delegate Assembly of the 
NASW directed that a policy statement incorporating the position taken by the 
Association be formulated. 
Official statements of the NASW have stressed repeated.ly the importance of · 
developing broad policy objectives and social action programs related to human 
welfare. The Association states in"Goals of Public Social Policy" that "gov-
ernments and nongovernmental organizations, both national and international, 
have a responsibility for international welfare problems"; that "our govern-
ment should pursue a policy of seeking constantly for peaceful methods to re-
solve differences among nations"; that "the temocratic ideal must advance the 
welfare of all people"; that "government at all levels has a positive obliga-
tion to assure the right to safety and security of the person"; and that "NASW 
shoult play an appropriate part in influencing Unitet States foreign policy." 
Now, for the first time in the history of mankind, we must be concerned 
that the destruction of our civilization, ant perhaps of all human life, might 
happen any moment. The launching of space satellites ant missiles introduces 
a new dimension to the disarmament question--the possibility of push-button 
war. The means are now at hant for the delivery of the hydrogen war head to 
any corner of the earth. 
The prospects of total destruction in an all-out nuclear war, which might 
possibly result even from an accident, is only a part of the price that man 
must pay until disarmament is achieve&. Psychological damage is inevitably in-
volved in constant and continuing pre-occupation with methods for destroying 
; 
H ~ewer Ideals for Peace. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1917, p. 238.~ 
~ ~ 
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one's fellow man. Social workers know only too well the impact on human be-
havior of living in an environment of fear, tension, ana insecurity. They are 
troublei by the distrust, suspicion, ana sometimes hate of people who are dif-
ferent, which develop in a world pre-occupied by preparation for war. Such an 
environment leads to the erosion of moral values. It takes from the people 
that sense of security and faith in the future which they need to achieve their 
maximum growth. 
In addition, the actual dollars and cents cost of armaments and other war- 1 
related expenditures is an economic burden, diverting public funds which could 
be used constructively to meet health and welfare needs. 
The National Association of Social Workers therefore JO~ns with innumer-
able scientists, public officials, and other individuals and organizations con-
cerned with human welfare in the support of all possible efforts toward world 
peace, the abolition of nuclear test~, and disarmament. 
We urge that our government and all governments continue their discussions 
directed towards achievement of disarmament with a specific timetable of accom-
plishment and effective international controls. We recommend that this action 
be taken through machinery of the United Nations. 
We recognize that disarmament must be accompanied by planning for the use 
of human and material resources released through disarmament. Included among 
the objectives of such planning should be provision for adequate housing, edu-
cation, health and welfare services, ant research in human relations in our own 
country, as well as cooperative efforts with other governments to make these 
benefits available to the peoples of the world. 
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APPENDIX C : SAN DIEGO CH.APTm RE30LU'!'ION ON DIS.ARlVIAiviENT 
SAN DIIDO CH.A.PrER 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
TO: 1960 Delegate Assembly 
SUBJECT: RESOLUTION CONCERNING NASW "STATEr'lENT ON 
DIS.AR}~ (1960 Delegate Assembly 
Work Materials-1) 
September 6, 19EQ1 
F 
San Diego Chapter, NASW, has endorsed. the following Resolution for a 
stron~r NASW position than is reflected in National's present "Statement on 
.Disarmament." In acidition to a broaG.er policy, the urgency of the worlG. situ-
ation requires more immediate and forthright action than the inclusion of a 
policy statement in the 1962 revision of Goals of Public Social Policy, as now 
proposed.. 
Professional social work is based on humanitarian, democratic ideas and 
dedicated. to service for the welfare of mankinci (Credo). The social work pro-
fession carries a responsibility for advancing individual and social health and 
well-being. Social workers know the interdependence of relationship with com-
munication, and have a responsibility to counteract paranoid elements and atti- · 
tudes. Social w·orkers know the disiBtrous consequences of deprivation, crllich 
stunts the capacities for life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, and so-
cial work has a responsibility to act for mobilization of the world's resources 
for the optimum development of every individual. 
San Diego Chapter believes that professional social workers natiomride can : 
and should adopt an aggressive action progTam for world peace and vmrld govern-
ment. 
l. Our Public Social Policy statement should, therefore, be not primarily a 
"Statement on Disarmm.ent," but a Statement ..Q.£ World Peace ~ 'i'lorld Law. 
2. NASW timetable on the Statement should not, as now planned, 11 avmi t the 
contemplated revision of the Goals of Public Social Policy in 1962. 11 Chapter's 
sanction of a policy statement on world peace and world government, as a guide 
to soci& action, should be enabled without fur·ther delay. 
3. NAS\of public social policy should formulate as a specific goal the estab-
lishment of world government, without wluch there is no stable world peace. 
4. Priority should be given to developing an aggressive NASW action program 
focused specifically on the establishment of world government. 
5. NASW should take public initiative regarding interim progTams for improving 
world conditions and relationships. Existing programs or proposals re condi-
tions and relationships which should be considered by National for action plan-
ning include: 
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a. Total U.S. commitment to the United Nations and World ·Court as the 
sole and final arbiter of international disagr.eements, pending world 
goverllJnent. 
b. Immediate and dynamic U.S. initiative, under the U.N., for cessation 
of nuclear testing, international weapons ban, and world-wide disar-
mament, excepting U.N. police, the enforcement arm under item a. 
c. Establishment of a U.S. Department of Peace, with responsibilities and 
appropriations at least as extensive as our Department of Defense. 
This could provide integration of programs now scattered through var-
ious agencies, coherent policy development, and demonstration rather 
than verbalization of our intentions in the world. 
d. A major responsibility of the Department of Peace should be domestic 
and international (through U.N.) socio-economic planning for optimum 
development and use of all the world's resources for the benefit of 
every individual. 
e. An immediate program of the U.S. (later under Department of Peace) 
should be a massive and continuous international exchange of people 
and ideas: e.g., federally financed and tremendously expanded cultur-
al exchange, international work projects, exchanges of personnel in 
science, professions and trades, and exchange opportunities for all 
students, beginning in high school. 
f. Nationwide federally supported priority on education for world citi-
zenship, beginning in elementary school. One item might be providing 
for the study of foreign languages and cultures throughout the ele-
mentary grades, utilizing exchange teachers. 
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APPENDIX D: STATEfi!IDlT OF THE SOCIAL WORKERS' COMMITT:EE 
FOR A SANE NUCLEAR POLICY 
SOCIAL \iORKERS CotOOTTEE FOR A SANE NUCLEAR POLICY 
The United States today has the potential for achieving the highest levels ,. 
ever before attained in history in the areas of health, welfare and education ii 
II for its own people and for the people of the world. As social workers in so- i! 
cial welfare organizations we are particularly sensitive to the need to bring !: 
about this potential fruition as quickly as possible. Because as social workersil 
we are professionally committed to the prevention and amelioration of social :j 
problems and the enhancement of the individual's opportunities for the good life,il 
we also bear a unique responsibility for helping to realize this potential. ~ 
dedication to a democratic society makes this responsibility a oost important J! 
aspect of our professional colJl.mi tment. ii 
As against this potential for t:ne good life, 1n,; finci our generation living 
under the constant threat of destruction. The universal preparation for nu- ii 
clear warfare by the major powers, the immediate dangers to health and ivelfare 
involved in nuclear testing, the perilous possibilities of accidental explosions.·· 
of stockpiled or operational nuclear ueapons, the likelihood that atomic war · 
will armihilate all life--all these constitute the precariously balanced threat 
which permeates the life of our times. 
Under these conditions, it is inevitable that there would be a gradual ero-
sion of the best human values as we become increasingly preoccupied with methods 
for destroying our fellow men or for preventing our own destruction by others. 
Human aspirations for the good life are replaced with the anxious concern to 
safeguard mere survival. .Any sense that we can master our own destiny is re-
placed by devestating and incapacitating feelings of impotence and apathy. 
Faith and love are displaced by distrust and hate. We become alienated from 
ethical value as we become increasingly· alienated· from all men. 
~1e price in ethical and psychological damage is not the only one we pay. 
The material costs of such a course are enormous. No society can place high 
priority on the social welfare needs of its people while putting a still higher 
priority on nuclear weapons. By the same token, no society can hope to develop 'i 
a constructive diplomatic policy in dealing with other countries when its great- li 
est efforts are being directed toward increasing the capacity for ever greater · 
destruction. 
We advocate the immediate cessation of nuclear testing as the necessary 
first step in the direction of world peace. Only by this approach can the in-
dispensable groundwork be laid for the development of that mutual trust among 
nations that can serve as a foundation of a stable peace. 
Recognizing that the fulfillment of social work goals is only possible in 
-..,.~-~·cd-,-,~-... ·u~~·-
-· . _. 
a world of peace and freedom from the threat of war, we join with the social 
and physical scientists, public officials and the average man and woman in the 
street, concerned with human welfare, in support of: (1) immediate cessation 
of nuclear tests by all countries through an inspected United Nations agree-
ment, which would include adequate procedures; (2) international control of 
missiles and out-space satellites through the United Nations; (3) interna-
tional control over the stock-piling and production of nuclear weapons through 
the United Nations; (4) the support and reinforcement of the United Nations 
as an instrument of world law, with the ultimate objective of total abolition 
of all weapons of mass destruction among all nations of the world. 
April, 1960. 
Signed: Committee of Social Workers' CoffiQittee 
for a Sane Nuclear Policy 
Co-chairmen Margaret Berry and 
Dr. Simon Slavin 
Address: 17 East 45th Street 
Ne\'1 York 17, N.Y. 
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O~piiONS ON SOCIA# AOTION 
~. Yow appropriate do you think nrc the following ~~hfspuee on whioh social workers could 
take ·sociul action? Check the description with w ch you at,Tee. - --
hiGhly licitedly iruipprupriute 
appropriate aprropriute 
~ivil liberties 
-
---y 
1onto.l illness 
-
lisnrniJDent 
;enero.l. lub~r unionization 
-
-
~acial integration 
-
:honges in the electoral collef;"' aystoo 
-
Jocio.l insurance 
~fforts at international political argon-
Lzntion such as the U.N. 
~··· - -
!. How appropriate do you think nrc the following ns af{ents of social action within the 
socinl work profaaaion? Qleck the desoription with which yOJJ. ug:ree. 
hi~ lini tecUy inn.pproJl!'iate 
upprop.d.o:te appropriate 
Lgencies 
-
_.,..... 
-
)roi'ossional social work organizations 
-
l speciali2ed organization rapresentine 
wcial work to deal with socicJ. r:ction 
- - -
;he indi vi~ worker, through professionoJ. 
:hnnnels or representing the profession 
- -
.tle indivicJULll workol" us a private ci. tizan 
- - -
). How would you evnJ.uate the followir<5 aa PQ6Siblo. :Jethods of &ee.illl--netioo.- py so.ciol 
workers? Check the desc~iption with which you a0Tcc. 
highly 
a.pprOIJriO.~ 
Ler,islutive lobbying by Ol"gr-.n.U~ 1!11e~ · 
Jontatives of scciro.l work 
Jtuteconts on issues by professional sacinl 
mrk organizations 
-
-
lii:Ji-ted.ly 
appropriate 
-
-
·inapt:ropriate 
-
.J.J....a..a.-J.""'"J 
appropriate 
actions by individual workers such as cir-
c~atin~ petitions, writing to the press, etc. _____ 
participation in partisan politics: 
a.) by indivi&unl workers 
b.) by official social work groups 
direct action by social workers, ur :t;artici-
I'ntion in such net. ion orpmized b? others 
(such ns picketing, sit-ins, etc.): 
a.) by individual workers 
b. ) by official social work l;TCups 
co.onunity organization fer social action 
puxposes: 
a.) 
c.) by individual workers by official social work groups 
.,l.,.4l--U..~~ 
appropriate 
4. The following o.re instances in which a social worker engages in controversial social 
action. What should his agency do? 
a.) In o. strrmgly segregationist St)uthcrn connuni ty, a social worker joins Nc,groes in 
sit-il~s nt segregated lunch counters and incurs public cri ticisn. His accncy should 
(check one): 
do nothing 
support worker's right to ongnce in this activity 
try to restrict tho worker's activity 
fire worker 
other (specify: 
----------------------------------~---------------------) 
Q.) A social worker enGncos in civil disobedience (i.e., open brooking of o. law to 
den0nstrate disnr'provo.l of that law) in actinn to protest nuclcnr weapons, c..nd incurs pub-
lic criticisn. His nconcy shculd (choose one): 
do nothinc; 
support worker's rir;ht to enr:nr.:;e in this nctivi ty 
try to restrict -vmrkor's nctivity 
fire worker 
other (specify=--------------------------------------------------------------
______________________________________________________ ) 
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• A question nay be raised as to whether the appropriate ain of social action in social 
ork is to secure linit.ed changes witl1in. the existing order, or, to seek fundimentnl"·""' ·· 
:1::m~;os in that ·order. 
Those who er1phasize the forL-:.er night soy that since the social agency accepts support 
nd valic.ati<Jn fron the cor.n::unity, social work in its social action should not nov(; beyond 
;h0se values and changes which the cormunity is ready to accept. 
TlK·se who enphasizo the latter air: niGht say that social work is coDL'.i tted to certain 
!thical and social values of its own whict, through its social ["ction, it r.mst help the 
:or:u:mr.i ty to accept. Fur then 1oro, social work cannot solve social and psychological rrob-
.ecs unless it attacks their bc,sic social causes. 
These air.s nrc net eutually exclusiYe, but which air: do you think should receive the 
;renter enphasis in socinl Gction in social work? 
securinG linited changes 
within the existi~~ order 
seeking futJ.dDDentnl" chnnges 
in that order 
[I OPINIONS ON ISSUES OF 'AfORLD PE!Qli 
The following nre so.ce questions concerning your op~mons 
rlOrld pence. Please check the opinion that is cksest to yo~ 
L. Massachusetts should take steps to dGvelo~ a 
widespread syston of fnlL>ut shel tors. _ yes 
2. Cc,ne;'i'ess should support study of ways to convert 
industry fro~ defense to poncetice production. ___ yes 
3. The U.S. should establish n "peace agency" to 
study ways of nnintnining pence. 
4. The U.S. should reserve the right to first use 
of bnctcrial, chenical, and radiological weapons 
___ yes 
in tine of wnr. ___ yes 
5. There should be conpulsory Civil Defense drills 
for the whole ~opulation. yes 
6. T4e U.S. should discontinue nuclear test ban 
talks if there is no clcGr prcgross within the 
next yec..:r. 
7. The U.S. CJhc uld increr~se technical nssistunce to 
___ yes 
underdeveloped countries. ___ yes 
8. The U.S. should coLJDit itself unconditionally to 
accept e:rbi trntion by the \vorld Court. yes 
on sonc current 
own. 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
9. The u.s. should be prepared. to resune testing nuclear weapons (check one): 
_ innedin tely if test ban negotiations fail 
if tho coonunist nations do under no circuostances 
issues of 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
undecided 
po.ge. 4 
lv. A hydrogen boob could justifiably be dropped on a foreign city (check one): 
in a counterattack ~ in 11 pre-eoptive'l or •tpreventive" wo:r 
-
to back up nn ignored u1 tiootur:: under'no circunstances 
lL In relation to disnrn~1en t, the U.S. shoU:ld (check one) : 
_not to.lr.e nny steps towards disnrning until there is n:n international disnrr:L-'ltlellt 
ngr6 en en t .. 
take the initiative in u few steps towards disarr.Ung 
_ dis£U"o i tselr uni'latornlly. Jf qll nucleur, biolcy;ical, and chenical weapons. 
IV OPINIONS ON RECENT ACTION IN SO~IAL WORK ON ISSUES OF WORLD PEACE 
1. The follmYinc are sone propcsnls regarding world peace whicL. were presented before the 
1960 NASW Deleg::..te .Assenbly fer adoption. The wording below is the sune or sinilar to the 
wording cf the res'!luticns ~;hich rut for~vnrrl the l;roposals. vlhich of the folbwing do you 
think NASW should officially support? Check the so, and doubl~ check (./ j) those which you 
feel deserve especinl supr·ort. 1 
_ suprcrt for tho princirle c;f wcrld gcvernnent 
onforcenent of U.N. and World Court decisions by a U.N. police force 
_ ir:;nediate U.S. ini tidive, under the U.N., for cessation of nuclear testinG", inter-
nation.al weapons ban, and worl(~-wide disaruar.1ent 
. I 
international co;neration for eru1ancinc world health nnd welfara 
- ... ~ ' 
disnrnanent with international contrcls 
establisbnent cf~a U.S. Der:artoent of Peace, with responsibility and appropriations 
at least as -extensive as <·ur Dernrtm.nt of Defense 
- . 
_ devol·<;;nent~ of the U.N. as the instrw::cnt for ,disarnanent inspection 
nationwide; fec.ernlly supv:rtoc: priority on education for world citizenship, starting 
- in elGI:-;entary school 
_A U.S.; prcg-:rw:1 for nasD"ive internation'll exchnnc;e cf pe(Jple and ideas 
continued disarw:rr·.ent neg-:.tio.tions 
Are there any other stands or acti(:ns tho.t you· would like tc- see NASW tnke on issues 
relevar.t to world peace? If sn, describe. 
2. In 1958,a nunbor of social workers who opposed nuclear testing organized thenselves as 
"The Sccial Workers' Con.i ttee fer a Sar.e Nuclear Policy", to advancs their views. They 
advocated support for an international test ban a{>"''eecent with U.N. ins:pection, and affi-
liated with tl1e Hew York City CorJI.::itteo f,._.-,r o. Snne Nuclear Policy (SANE), nn ort;anization 
which shared their views. 
pace 5 
In evaluntini; this as social action, it cay be noted that: 
-.- these social w0rkers took r.ctirm c:utGido of prJfeosi8nal socinl 'wrk channels; 
-- 7,ret they identif~. theLselves as snci'l.l •·wrkers by the nane nnd ner:bArship of their 
~our'i ttee; 
they affiliated the::.:selves with a non-professioru..:). organization which has definite 
- \·iewsm controvorsin~ues. 
Could you com:ent on the orga..."'l.izction of this corm tteo as an instnnce of socinl 
action? 
V P.AJ3.TICIP1~TION IN SOCIAL ACTION 
In what w.<ws have you particirnted in social action on issues of world pence or on 
0ther s~cial issues since beconin,c:: a pr::cfessic:nnl sccial worker? Check ono or bJth of 
the cate{f,C'ries if apprq1riate: 
Ol1 issues 
of world pence 
1. within the profession: 
c.,) service en counittoes involved in social action. 
(in aGency or J_::rofessional crganizntion) 
b.) 
c.) 
effo-rts to/ change social policies of acency 
cr professional 'Tge'.nizatinn 
participation in s0chl 'vork l0bbying for loris-
lntion (including testin0ny before legislative 
corri ttees) 
efforts to influence cr·inion wi thir~ the profession d.) (e.g., through eJ.ucntive activities, personnl_contacts)_ 
-e: )- efforts, in a, :;,;rofussionnl capacity, to influence 
opinion m::onc the general public (e.c., public S:f!eak-
ing, preparation cf inforr_atiJnal n'lterial, otc.) 
f.) other (specify: ________________ _ 
------·-----------------------~-----------------------
2. cutside tho profession: 
a.) signing of petitions or public stnteoents 
b. ) letter-writing tc-. the rress 
c.) letter or other contact 1>1i th public cfficials 
d.) C'~irect action (picketing, sit-ins, etc.') 
-
on other 
socic-.1 issues 
page 6 
on issues 
of world peace 
on other 
social issues 
e.) 
f.) 
public education activities 
other (specify: _______________ _ 
What organizations have you belonc;ed to which un~ertake s0cial actionZ.. 
----
VI ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
.Are there orzy additional coJ:JDents you wish to oake on any of.the topics oentioned 
above? Cor~jent below if so. 
VII PERSONAL DATA 
1. Your age: 
under 30 
2. . Sex: 
-30--39 
F 
-40--49 _over 49 
3. In which year did you begin working in the field ')f social work (whether as a pro-
fessional or a non-professional)? 
----------------
4.) What was your area of specinlization in social work school? 
casework _ groupwork ___ conounity organization 
5.) Total nunber of years in the field of social work, including both professicnal anC. 
pre-professional experience ( apprc xin'J.te ) ____ . __ _ 
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